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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
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INTRODUCTION 
The creator of the universe is the supreme mind who possesses the finest 
creative abilities. He has created all of us and all that is revealed in the nature. 
Every one of us ought to possess creative ability but it is not uniform. 
Some of us are found to possess high creative talents who move the world 
ahead by their discoveries and inventions in the field of arts, literature, science, 
business, teaching and other field of human accomplishments. They are 
responsible for coming up with new ideas and bringing about social and 
cultural changes. Gandhi, Lincoln, BhaBha> Newton, Jameswat, Marcony, 
Shakespeare, Bestanel Russel, Leonardo Da Vinci were such creative 
individuals who left their marks in their respective fields. 
Certainly, they were endowed with creative abilities but the role of 
environment in terms of education training and opportunities can not be 
ignored. Good education, proper care and provision of opportunities for 
creative expressions inspire, stimulate and sharpen the creative mind and here 
in the parents, society and teachers come into picture. They are required to help 
the creative abilities to the maximum degree. Therefore, educational process 
formal or informal should be aimed at developing creative abilities among 
children with the actual meaning of creativity. The knowledge of the creative 
process, ways and means of developing creativity. It is clear that parents and 
teachers want qualitative improvement in their child development and it 
depends upon their intellectual and creative ability. Hence, creativity of 
students play significant role in the development of their thought, process and 
thereby quality of life. 
Creativity is one of the most unique qualities of human being that seems 
to affect human behavior in all spheres of life. The creativity at its highest level 
has probably been as important as any human quality in changing history and 
reshaping the world. Creativity is a complex problem defining the nature of 
human intellect. 
Creativity is the mental process involving the generation of new ideas or 
concepts or new associations between existing ideas or concepts. It is both 
process and product. The products of creative thought are usually considered to 
have both originality and appropriateness. Hence, creativity is simply the act of 
making something new, unusual and original in the respective field. 
Creativity is related to creation and creation is an expression of the inner 
state of the creator and it is a potential, which influence human activity in 
almost all spheres, scientific, technical and artistic fields. It is an inspired trait. 
This potential should be identified, developed and encouraged at an early stage 
of development. A few highly creative minds can make significant changes in 
the society. Creativity is rapidly expanding area of scientific interest. The 
current widespread ferment and concern with creativity is due to forces which 
have operated outside psychology (Barron, 1975). 
Renewal in man and society will ultimately depend upon our 
understanding of the process of innovation and creativity and its application in 
different areas of human endeavours. Since better understanding of the creative 
process will provide means for an early identification of individuals who are 
most likely to be creative in science and technology, as well as an insight into 
how one can best educate, train, stimulate and manage potentially creative 
persons as individuals or as members of groups. Creativity will eventually 
serve as a focal point for all disciplines concerned with the improvement of 
man's health, happiness and social situations. 
Creativity is a complex concept it is not easily defined, because of its 
unseen character. It has been defined differently by different scholars. It is not 
easily distinguished from intelligence, wisdom, ingenuity, insight or intuition 
all terms used to describe creative behaviors. Although many people equate 
creativity with intelligence and talent, but these terms are not synonymous 
used. Therefore, for a proper understanding of children creativity, one must 
distinguish creativity from intelligence and talent. Wallach (1970) has argued 
that intelligence and creativity are independent of each other and a highly 
creative child may or may not be highly intelligent. Most of the times creativity 
is thought to be artistic, lofty, intelligent out of the ordinary, and beyond 
understanding. It has been considered in terms of process, product or person 
(Barron and Hassington, 1981) and has been defined as the interpersonal and 
interpersonal process by means of which original, high quality and genuinely 
significant product. 
Creativity is a form of special type of problem solving that involves 
problems for which there are no easy answer, that is problems for which 
popular or conventional response do not work. It involves adaptability and 
flexibility of thought. Eysenek (1993) pointed out that creativity only involves 
ordinary cognitive process yielding extra ordinary results. This view indicates 
that creative ideas are different from those that normally arise, people often 
believe that such ideas require conditions dramatically different from the usual. 
It is considered the ultimate human activity, a highly complex process, difficult 
to formalize and to control. Perhaps the most widespread conception of 
creativity in the scholarly literature is that creativity is manifested in the 
production of a creative work that is both novel and useful. 
Toynbee (1964) states, "if creativity is the type of talent which can make 
history through reshaping man's world, it is a matter of life and death for any 
society to give a fair chance to potential creativity." 
Creativity brings something new into reality and something is real as 
long as it remains uncontradicted. Steiri (1953) defines creativity as a process 
which results in a novel work, that is accepted as a tenable or useful or 
satisfying by a significant group at some point in time, 
Golann (1963) defines that "Creativity is a normally distributed trait, an 
aptitude, an intra psychic and styles of life." Guilford (1963) defined that "it is 
a combination of aptitude factors arid disposition that enables a person to use 
his importance in novel ways". Rogers (1954) define the creativity and said 
that, "it is the emergence in action of novel relational product, growing out of 
the uniqueness of the individual, on the one hand, arid the materials, events, 
people and circumstances of his life on the other." 
Torrance (1967) defines creativity as "the process of becoming sensitive 
to problems deficiencies, gaps in knowledge, missing elements disharmonies 
and so on; identifying the difficulty, searching for solutions making guesses of 
formulating hypothesis about the deficiencies, testing and retesting these 
hypothesis and possibility modifying and retesting them; and finally 
communicating the result." 
According to Dehaan & Havinghurst (1961) "Creativity is the quality 
which leads to the production of some thing new and desirable. The new product 
may be new to society or morally new for the individual who creates it." 
Maslow (1959) defined creativity as "The capacity of certain individuals 
to produce compositions of any sort (work of art, mechanical devices, etc.) 
which are essentially novel as which were previously unknown to the 
producer." 
Therefore, creativity is a mental process and product involving the 
generation of new ideas or concepts, as new association between existing ideas 
or concept. It is the ability to think up and design new inventions produce 
works of art, solve problems in new ways or develop an idea based on an 
original, novel, or unconventional approach. 
1.1 SCIENTIFIC CREATIVITY: 
Scientific creativity is also functional type or problem solving 
which involves situations concerning the solutions of mechanical or social 
problems that helps in scientific inventions. 
The scientific creativity composed of the same mental processes that 
guide all forms of creativity. It has been of central concern to all who work on 
creativity and is a topic that has been tackled by almost every major area in 
Psychology ranging from psychoanalytic accounts of creativity (Freud, 1932), 
to Gestalt (Wertheimer, 1945), social (Amebile, 1983), Cognitive (Simon, 
1977), and psychometric approaches (Roe, 1952). Why this great interest in the 
creating of scientist? One part of the reason is that scientists speak of their 
research and discoveries in the same terms that are used by other creative 
thinkers such as poets and artists. We hear of sudden flashes of insight 
accidental discoveries, as told by Archimedes "Ureka" got it lone scientist 
striving against their peers forth like most creative processes scientific 
creativity is shrouded in mystery. The other part of the reason for the vast 
interest in scientific creativity is that science which is highly regarded in our 
society and by discovering the key components of scientific creativity it should 
be possible to further scientific discovery. One political event that generated 
much research on scientific creativity was the race between the united towards 
psychologists and asked them to devise ways of identifying and fostering 
scientific creativity that could help the United States be first in the space race. 
This resulted in a renaissance in the psychometric approach to creativity 
more 
recently, the cognitive approach to creativity has uncovered many of the 
important components of scientific ideas and creativity through 
experimentation, historical analyses and "In Vivo" investigations of live 
scientists. Most researchers see scientific creativity as being composed of the 
same mental processes that guide all other forms of creativity. What makes 
science different? There is a vast theoretical technical and experimental 
knowledge that creative scientific ideas extend as rarely supplant furthermore 
there are sets of norms and scientific practices that any new scientific discovery 
must abide by before it is accepted by other scientists as being a discovery. 
According to Mackinnon (1963) the environmental conditions, needs 
and goals are of paramount importance for creation in the filed of science. The 
scientist acts as mediator between externally defined needs and goals. He 
operates on some aspects of environment in such a manner as to produce a 
novel or appropriate product. The product is not related to the inner state of 
creator. These types of creative products are generally found in the research 
works of scientist, engineers, chemists, biologist and technologists." 
Seitz (1969) reported that science is a process of discovery, a search for 
unit in hidden likeness. He further says that a man has not embraced science 
until he himself has discovered some unity and intelligibility in his own field of 
experiences. It is not simply a matter of discovering, but certain temperamental 
structure of the scientist is essential before he immerses himself in creative 
scientific discoveries and inventions. Scientist as a group, are not as creative 
generally as you would expect. This includes people who have discovered, who 
have created actually, who have published things, which were advances in 
human knowledge. This finding tells us something about the nature of science 
rather than about nature of creativeness. 
One of the most common ways of investigating scientific creativity has 
been to analyze either the life of a creative scientist or how a scientist made an 
important scientific discovery. The goal of the analyses is to determine the 
mental process that a particular scientist used to make a discovery or 
discoveries. Researchers use autobiographies, lab notebooks and interview with 
scientists and attempt to determine the strategies that the scientist used to make 
a discovery. For example, many researchers on scientists creativity have used 
James Watson's autobiographical "Double Helix" to build an account of 
scientific creativity. See Weisberg (1993) for an interesting analysis of the 
discovery of the structure of DNA. Another common figure used in research on 
scientific creativity has been Albert Einstein. Early work using this approach 
was initiated by Gestalt psychologists such as Max Wertheimer. In his studies 
of Einstein, Wertheimer (1945) concluded that the way Einstein restructured 
the problems in physics were critical to his discoveries. While this approach 
was innovative, one of it's main problems was that Gestalt psychologists did 
not have a detailed theory of how knowledge is represented in the mind as an 
account of the specific mechanisms by which knowledge changes over time. 
The more recent cognitive approach to scientific creativity made it possible to 
propose specific model of both the conscious and unconscious components of 
knowledge representation that form the basis of contemporary accounts of 
thinking and reasoning, Nersessian (1993) and Thagard (1992) provide 
historical accounts of scientific discoveries that give detailed models of how 
creative scientists represented and changed their knowledge while making a 
discovery. 
Nersessian has conducted extensive analyses of Faraday's notebooks 
and has pointed out that the key to understanding his discoveries is in terms of 
his use of mental models. These mental models are mental representations that 
have spatial and temporal relationship to objects and processes in the real 
world. By mapping out the types of mental models that Faraday used and 
showing how these types of models shaped the discoveries that Faraday made. 
It is possible to give a precise account of the mental process that underlie 
scientific creativity. Other researchers such as Ryan Tweney, Mike Gorman, 
David Gooding and Arthur Miller have used this approach to analyze the 
discoveries of many eminent scientists and have used this approach to analyze 
the discoveries of many eminent scientists and have provided a detailed 
account of the cognitive process underlying the creative scientific mind. 
Tweney and Chitwood (1995) provided a good summary of this work. 
One influential theory of scientific creativity that is based on an analysis 
of historical figures in science is Simonton's (1988) "Chance - Configuration" 
theory in which he argued that scientific creativity beings with the chance 
permutations coalesce to produce a configuration that is a new scientific 
discovery. The idea that a case of mental process underlying scientific 
creativity and was used by Donald Campbell in his evolutionary model of 
creativity thouglit and has also been used by Knatrowitch, Marfindale, Perkins 
in their models of creativity. 
Another approach to historical analyses of the scientific is exemplified 
by the work of Herbert Siman and his colleagues, what they have done is to use 
historical records, such as diaries and notebooks to identify the creative 
strategies that the scientists used in making a discovery. Having identified the 
creative thinking strategies that the scientists used, Simon has built computer 
programs that use there strategies and then conducted simulations to determine 
whether the program could make the discovery. For example, in Kulkami & 
Simon (1988) they focused on the scientist Kerbs and identified the strategies 
that Kerbs used to discover the area cycle one strategy that they built into the 
program that was crucial for making the discovery was to focus on unexpected 
findings. 
Yet another way of using historical data to test hypotheses regarding 
scientific creativity is to take a real scientific discovery and bring subjects into 
the psychological laboratory, provide them with information and let them 
conduct simulated experiments similar to what the original scienfists 
discovered using this approach, Dunbar (1993), took Monod and Jacob Nobel 
Prize winning discovery of the inhibitory mechanism of genetic control into the 
psychological laboratory. He found that one of the key aspects to making a 
discovery is to switch goals from testing a favored hypothesis to a goal of 
accounting for unexpected findings. 
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The scientific and technological advancement of today is a long journey 
from the stone age to the space age. There is tremendous expansion of social 
and political institutions. The development of industries and the discovery of 
atomic energy opened up many possibilities for further advancement in space 
research and gigantic communication media networks. There is a flood 
information available to man leading to the explosion of knowledge on all 
fronts. There are computer and calculating machines accelerating the pace of 
research for the welfare and bettenjient of human life. 
Who is responsible for this progress? A relatively very small proportion 
of world's population who could devise new methods, reorganize existing ideas 
and offer improved solutions to the familiar problems. The creative energies of 
the days gone by have also, however brought the present world to a situation 
where annihilation is a germ possibility. The creative energies that accompany 
the development of increased potential for harms. There problems are very 
complex. They are world-wide and seem to lie beyond the grasp of most of us. 
Yet the individual who will solve many of the problems of today and tomorrow 
are at this very moment students in our classroom, anything that can be done to 
help. There young people to release their creative energies to attach important 
problems will be a step in the direction of a better world. In this connection 
prince (1972) states: If, as I believe each man and woman is bom a creative 
problem solver, such potential demands expression and exercise. The evidence 
that the man of men load liner quite desperation begs us to use more of our 
creative potential in attacking problems of work dissatisfaction and prejudice 
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and even applying new solutions to under develop countries and for relations. 
Hence, here we have the makings of a satisfying revolution: on the one hand 
we have problems (opportunities) of defiant size and complexity; on the other 
we have creative talents that cry to be used. 
Present age is the age of science and technology. Much emphasis and 
great significance are being attached to scientists and scientific inventions. 
Psychologists have found out special characteristics of creative scientist for the 
purpose of selecting scientist for organization and institution concerning with 
scientific development and creation. It is very essential that the scientists 
holding up high positions must be active, ardent and interested in achieving the 
goal of solving complex problems of the mysteries of nature. 
Creativity, whether that of a poet or a sculptor or that of a carpenter or 
farmer, mechanic or engineer or a scientist or a philosopher involves an active 
interaction of the individual with his surroundings, all the manifestations of 
nature and materials and the people around whatever the person creates is in 
response to the various stimuli provided by his surroundings, the task set before 
him and the problems and challenges amidst which he find himself, science 
creates a sense of a wonder and deepens man's consciousness and of nature and 
to the life that he has earned for himself through science. Artistic creation is 
based on man's emotions expressed in a beautiful and pleasant form. 
A scientist seeks to uncover the secret of nature, to understand the 
causes of things and phenomenon to that he may learn how to control nature for 
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the enrichment of human life. For this science has to probe deep into nature to 
search for truth and this is not possible without creative imagination. 
Although we have dealt with creativity as if had a certain constancy, this 
too can be misleading, despite the fact that we may speak of creative artists, 
writers and scientists in the same breadth, there is no strong evidence that we 
are necessarily dealing with precisely the same phenomenon. In fact, there are 
major difference. Thus, for example, mathematics and the natural science and 
technology are cumulative, so that all prior work must be considered at least in 
principal. A contemporary creative writer may ignore or may not even be 
familiar with the works of sphocles, a scientist comment even complete his 
elementary education with out utilizing the contribution of Euclid and 
Archimedes. Again although science is much more subjective and influenced 
by emotional and aesthetic factors, than is commonly realized, the explicitly 
dominant role played by feelings from of expression and style in the arts result 
in widely different bases of evaluation and preference. These fundamental 
results in turn in differences in the type of personalities that are attracted to the 
several field of endeavour. 
The most important aspect of scientific creativity is insight which help 
the matrices of thought and creative ideas, in the fields. To substantiate these 
view points, it is thought essential to examine some of the actual experiences 
and feelings of some of the great scientists of world fame. 
Charles Parson (1854-1931) is generally accepted as the inventor of the 
first useful steam turbine. He stated that he had: 
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Started work on the steam turbine because calculation from known data, 
based on the analogy between the flow of steam under small differences and 
the how of water is a hydrauhc turbine showed its practicality (Jewkes, 1958) 
Albert Einstein (1879-1955) was quite aware of the nature of his 
creative process and his statement in 1920 demonstrated this insight: 
The scientists illumination occurs only when they have spent sufficient 
time with the problem and have kept on worrying about it on hand off during 
incubation period. The preparation takes a long time of getting experiences, 
formulating hypothesis and verification. The process of scientific creativity 
involves systematic and logical approaches to the verification of result. The 
scientific creativity springs from truth and ends with truth. It is functions type 
or problem solving type in terms of De Haan & Havinghurst, which necessarily 
involves situations and social problems with a touch of abstract thinking 
ability. It helps in scientific inventions and fact finding endeavour. 
The cognitive correlates of scientific creativity have been found to be 
divergent thinking abilities and some other abilities from convergent, cognition 
and evaluation categories. The more significant among them are those of 
transformations, implications and system of product parameter similarly, other 
such abilities are involved in problem solving (Guilford 1963) Majundar (1973) 
has pointed out 28 abilities involved in the construct of scientific creativity. He 
has given the rational for including these abilities as: 
1) Ranking of creative scientists and other creatives (Guilford, 1963) 
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phenomena of the environment. The meaning and nature of this term can be 
made clear still through the following definitions. 
Woodworth and Marquis (1948): Problem - solving behaviour occurs in novel 
or difficult situation in which a solution is not obtainable by the habitual 
methods of applying concept and principle derived from past experience in 
very familiar situations. 
Skinner (1968): Problem - solving is a process of overcoming difficulties that 
appear to interferes. 
Analysis of the above definition brings the following facts into the 
limelight with regard to the meaning and nature of problem-solving behaviour. 
(i) In the satisfaction of one's need and realization of the set goals, 
problem-solving behaviour arises only when (a) The goal is quite 
purposeful and essential for the individual, (b) There is serious 
interference in the realization of this goal, (c) This interference or 
obstacles. 
(ii) The problem-solving behaviour involves quite deliberate, conscious and 
serious efforts on the part of the problem-solver. 
(iii) Problem-solving helps in the removal or adjustment with interference 
and ultimately makes an individual reach his goal and satisfaction of his 
motives. 
(iv) Problem-solving behaviour helps an individual in the growth and 
development of his personality and making him happy and wiser by 
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getting him adequately adjusted. It also contributes a lot towards the 
progress and development of society. 
So based on the above definitions, problem solving behaviour may be 
understood as a deliberate and purposeful act on the part of an individual to 
realize the set goals or objectives by inventing some novel methods or 
following some planned steps for the removal of the interference and obstacles 
on the path of the realization of these goals. When usual methods like trail and 
error, habit formation and conditioning fail. 
Scientific Methods of Problem-solving: 
(1) Problem-Awareness: The first step in the problem-solving behaviour of 
an individual concerns his awareness of the difficulty or problem that 
needs a solution. He must be confronted with some obstacle or 
interference in the path of the realization of his needs or motives and 
consequently he must be conscious of the felt difficulty or problem. 
(2) Problem-Understanding: The difficulty or problem felt by the individual 
should be properly identified by a careful analysis. He should be clear 
about the problem. The problem should be pinpointed in terms of 
specific goals and objectives. Thus all the difficulties and obstacles in 
the path of the solution must be properly named and all that would go in 
the problem-solving efforts should then be properly analyzed. 
(3) Collection of Relevant Information: In this step the individual is 
required to collect all the relevant information about the problem 
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2) Prediction of grades in scientific subjects (Guilford and Hoeftner, 1971) 
3) Prediction of Achievement in mathematics courses (Canisia, 1971) 
4) Relationship with non aptitude variable relevant to scientific creativity 
(Guilford et. al. 1961 Messifierd et. al. 1961) 
1.2 PROBLEM SOLVING ABILITY: 
Every individual in this world from birth onwards is faced with one 
problem or the other. Definite goals or aims are set in order to satisfy the needs 
and motives. But the individual faces certain obstacles in the realization of 
these goals and thus a problem is created before him which needs serious 
attention on his part and the solution to the problem is learnt through the 
occurrence of a complex mediating process called thinking. 
Gagne (1970) has suggested that all learning phenomena may be 
arranged from the most simple to the most complex. At one end of this scale, 
he places signal learning and at the other end, the problem-solving. Problem 
solving according to him is defined, "as the individual's unique efforts to 
reduce a knowledge gap between an initial state of affairs and a derived state of 
affairs. The types of behaviours involved in successful problem-solving are of 
infinite variety, yet all of these approaches imply the existence of problems 
which are terminated successfully through thinking process". Problem-solving 
as the highest level of learning depends on the mastery of next lower types of 
learning. The task of a problem-solving requires prediction, analysis of the 
facts and principles to develop cause and effect relationship in physical 
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through all the possible sources. He may consult experienced person 
read the available literature, revive his old experiences, think of possible 
solutions and put in all relevant effort for widening the scope of his 
knowledge concerning the problem in hand. 
(4) Formation of hypothesis as hunch for possible solutions: In the light of 
the collected relevant information and nature of his problem. One may 
then engage in some serious cognitive activities to think of the various 
possibilities for the solution of one's problem. As a result, he may start 
with a few possible solutions of his problem. 
(5) Selection of a proper solutions: In this important step all the possible 
solutions thought of in the previous step are closely analyzed and 
evaluated. Gates and other (1964) have suggested the following 
activities in the evaluation of the assumed hypothesis or solution. 
i One should determine the conclusion that completely satisfies the 
demands of the problem. 
ii One should find out whether the solution is consistent with other facts 
and principles which have been well-established. 
iii One should make a deliberate search for negative instance that might 
cost doubts on the conclusion. 
The above suggestion can help the individual think of a proper 
individual solution of this his problem out of the many possible 
solutions. But for all this, he has to use his own discreation by utilizing 
his higher cognitive abilities for the proper identification of the 
appropriate hypothesis or solution by rejecting all other hypothesis. 
(6) Verification of the concluded solution or hypothesis: The solution 
arrived at or conclusion drawn must be ftirther reviewed by utilizing it in 
solving various other similar problems. In case the derived solution 
helps in solving these problems, then and only then is one free to agree 
with his findings regarding the solution. The verified solution may then 
become a useful product of his problem-solving behaviour that can be 
utilized in solving other future problems. 
Strategies of Problem-Solving: 
The task of problem-solving depends to a great extent upon nature of the 
problem. The means and material available for its solution and the ability and 
competency of the problem solver. However psychologists and educationist as 
a result of extensive research in the field of problem solving, have 
recommended a few special strategies and tactics that can help a lot in finding 
the ways of solving the problem is quite an economical and effective way. Let 
us have a look at the mechanism of a few such useful devices. 
Algorithms: 
Algorithm defined as a strategy for generating a solution that exhaust 
every possible answer till it comes up with the direct solution. It is in fact a set 
of rules which, when followed, must lead to a solution because it is 
systematically applied in a specific order to all the possibilities and their out 
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comes. Let us illustrate the use of algorithm as a strategy for the solution of a 
problem. 
Problem: There is an Anagram UBC. You have to build up a meaningful word 
using the these letters U, B and C of this given anagram. 
Solution: Using algorithm, we will put the three letters U, B and C in every 
possible combinations like, CBU, BUC, BCU, UCB until the correct order 
CUB (a meaningful word) is found. 
In this way, the use of a algorithms may help us a lot in finding the 
solution of our problem. However, their use and application need a very 
cautious approach, it has own shortcoming and limitations like those listed 
below: 
<• Algorithms cannot be applied to every situation as they do not exist for 
many problems. 
• These are quite expensive in terms of the time and energy as one has to 
test all the available alternatives and hypothesis for arriving at the final 
solution. It may make the problem solver tired, bored, or fatigued before 
reaching the final stage of the solution. 
<• Their use also may prove impracticable except for a few simple 
problems. 
Heuristics: 
In comparison to algorithms, heuristics as the strategy of problem 
solving are more economical in terms of time and labour. Its use and 
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application are also simple and less demanding. As a matter of definition, these 
heuristics represent such problem-solving strategy in which we make use of 
some mental shortcuts as rules of thumb for restructuring a problem in a certain 
way to arrive at its quick solution. 
The weakness of heuristics is the fact that there is no guarantee of 
finding the correct solution of the desired problem one may or may not arrive at 
the correct solution with such shortcuts. The application is simple less time 
consuming, least tiring or boring to the individual but the correctness of the 
solution is not so sure as in the use of algorithms. The use of algorithms 
however tiresome lengthy and time consuming may be always result in a 
hundred percent guarantee of the correctness of the arrived solufion at the end. 
However as a quicker and fast means of finding the solution of the problems. 
The use of heuristics is quite commendable the most commonly used heurisfics 
as problem-solving strategy may be named as under: 
(i) Sub-Goal Analysis 
(ii) Means-End Analysis 
(iii) Working Backward 
(iv) Using an Analogy 
Let us discuss their application in problem-solving one by one. 
Sub-Goal Analysis: In this strategy, the complex goal as target reached for the 
solution of a problem is divided into easily attainable sub-goal. In other words 
a complex is reduced to a series (or hierarchy) of smaller, more easily solvable 
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problems, it is similar to coverage a long, tedious and difficult journey by 
dividing it into short easily coverable lengths instead of feeling frustrated by 
resorting to its coverage at a single stretch. 
Mean-End Analysis: While solving a problem, it is always better to have 
analysis of the nature of the problem in perfect coordination with the means, 
materials and resources in our hand where we have to reach, what needs to be 
done, what type of solution does the problem need, all these issues should be 
carefiilly analyzed with respect to the means available for coping with these 
issues. 
Hence, the means-end analysis strategy for the solution of the problem, 
stands for 
(a) The identification of the difference between the current state and the one 
that is desired in relation to the nature and solution of the problem and 
then 
(b) Taking action to reduce this difference for arriving at the solution of the 
problem. 
Working Backward: While using this strategy for the solution of one's 
problem one has to start with the desired result (what is to be found out or 
aimed at) and try to work backwards until the initial state is attained. For 
example, suppose we have a problem in geometry: prove that the sum of the 
three angles of a triangle is equal to two right angles. 
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Here while making use of working backward strategy we will start from the 
end, the concluded result and then may proceed as under: 
• The three angles of a triangle are equal to two right angles. 
•:• Which one of the angles is equal to two right angles? Surely it is called a 
straight angle. 
•:• How can we demonstrate the three angles of a triangle through a straight 
angle? 
•:• Which one of the three side of the given triangle is to be extended for 
the construction of a straight angle? 
• How can this straight angle be proved as equal to the sum of the three 
angles of the given triangle. 
Similarly we can utilize this working backward strategy in solving the 
problem related to other areas of knowledge. In case you have forgotten where 
you kept the key of a room, you can find by working backward. You are at 
present here but where you prior to your arrival at the present place and 
thinking in retrospect about the place of your presence or working you would 
certainly remember your misplaced or forgotten keys. 
Using an Analogy: In this strategy one makes use of one's own experiences, 
training and practice work carried out for the solution to the like wise 
problems. Here while solving a particular problem, one formulates or 
hypothesizes a problem similar to the problem in hand, but with a known 
solution and this known solutions is them used to devise a solution for the 
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current problem. We make use of this strategy in finding the solution of any 
new problem forced by us searching for its analogy in any of the problem 
forced and solved by us in the part. Every text book of mathematics of any 
class duly emphasizes this strategy to began with any topic, it provides certain 
problems with their proper solution, as illustration or examples for developing 
understanding about the ways of solving there problems. Afterwards it provides 
a number of similar problems for the drill or practice work. Students then try to 
adopt the analogy between the problems in hand. The previous experience 
gained through the understanding of the solved example help them to find out 
the solution for the current problems. 
Factor Affecting Problem Solving: 
Every one of us in life faces one or the other problems at one at one or 
the other time. We make our attempts with all the resources in our hand for 
finding out the solution of these problems. In doing so, many times we get 
success but it may not be so always, there are so many things that may be held 
responsible for our success or failure in finding the solution of the problems. 
Actually there things or factors which, one way or the other are attributed or 
the cause for our success or failure in the problem solving behaviour are 
generally known as the factor affecting problem solving. There are a number of 
such factors which may be broadly put into two categories. In the first category 
we may include the factor that are directly linked with the nature and type of 
the problem and in the second category, we may include the factors that may 
have a direct relation with the nature and capacities of the problem solver and 
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his approach to problem-solving. Let us now discuss the various things and 
factors affecting one ' s problem-solving behaviour under the heads of this two 
fold classification. 
Factor Inherent in the nature of the Problem: The problem solving 
behaviour depends to a great extent on the nature of the problem. Some of the 
important factors or the attributes related with the nature of the problem may be 
outlined as: 
• The simplicity or complexity of the problem. 
•> The size or the shape of the problem. 
• Appropriate or inappropriate defining of the problem, 
<• The nature of the definites of the problem. 
••* Its similarly or analogy with the problem experienced or solved in the 
part. 
•> The nature of the help available from the present circumstances and 
resources at hand. 
<• The effect of the unfavourable circumstances lack of resources in the 
solution of the problem. 
Factors Associated with the Problem Solver: 
The problem solving behaviour also depends much on the factors 
associated with the nature, capacities and many other things inherent in the 
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problem solver. These things or factors related with the problem solver be 
continued as under. 
Level of Previous Learning or Training: One can solve a problem easily if it 
has some connection with one's part experiences as specific training received 
for the solution of similar problems. Hence the level of proficiency gained 
through some learning or training of one or the other types of problems always 
works or a deciding factor for the problem-solving behaviour of an individual. 
Interest and Motivational Level of the Problem-Solving: Interest and 
motivation are known as the factors and moving forces behind any activity or 
behaviour carried out by an individual. It equally applies to one's problem 
solving behaviour. The nature of the interest and motivation thus should always 
be regarded as important factors affecting one's problem solving behaviour. It 
is one's interest and motivation in terms of seeking the desired goals, motives, 
satisfaction of need, etc. that makes one do all that one does for the solution of 
the problem. 
Analysis of the Problem by the Problem-Solver: Every problem needs its 
careful analysis for a desired solution. One who does not care for an 
appropriate analysis of his problem is bound to suffer in finding the solution of 
his problems It is through the analysis of the problem that one knows many 
things essential for solving the problem. What is the problem? What is its 
nature? What is given the problem? What do we have to find out the problem? 
In how many ways is its similar to other problems solved in the part? What 
type of help is available for finding the solution of the problem? Thus there 
are 
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many issues the solution of whicii can only be found through a systematic and 
careflil analysis of the problem. Those individuals who care and know the 
techniques of the proper analysis of a problem, thus may always get success in 
solving their problem in comparison to other who either do not care or do not 
know the proper way of the analysis of a given problem. 
Mental Set: Our problem-solving behaviour depends much on a particular 
types of mental set-up moven around the way and means of finding the solution 
of one or the other types of problems. It is one account of our previous learning 
and experience that go deep into our nature, giving birth to a certain fixed type 
of problem-solving behaviour. As a result we always try to solve a given 
problem in the light of a mental picture of its solution already set in our mind. 
Thus mental set may be regarded as way of perceiving the things in the light of 
there mental images already fixed in our mind an account of the past 
experience or habit formation. Consequently influenced by our mental set we 
try to solve a problem in the ways and mean covered through our mental set. 
Functional Fixedness: 
Functional fixedness refers to our rigidity or fixedness in our fianction as 
ways of behaving. As a result, we always tend to provide similar responses to 
the same sdmuli we have a fixed pattern of problem-solving behaviour for the 
solution of a particular type of problem. We can't think of any alternative or 
new solution other than the one habitually adopted by us for their solution. It 
may work in those cases where the problems faced are quite similar to those 
faced earlier. However, the result are not always as desirable or satisfactory as 
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they should be more repetition or reproduction of such problem-solving 
behaviour can't help us to devise more suitable, economical and rewarding 
ways of problem-solving. Moreover, in many situation we may face a lot of 
difficulties and obstacles in finding the solution of the problems which are 
some what new or differ from the old ones in same or the other aspect our 
functional fixedness does not allow us to experiment something new for the 
solution of there problem and as result we are bound to waste our energy, time 
and resources due to our beating about the bush, we can't just see the new 
perspectives for the solution of the problem which are more simple, practicable 
and rewarding only on account of the fixedness or rigidity of our problem 
solving behaviour. 
One who can overcome such functional fixedness in such a situation is 
sure to win the race. He may find the must appropriate solution of the given 
problem by adopting new ways and means by giving his rigidity or fixedness of 
the problem solving behaviour. Hence, we must always be careful about the 
obstruction mechanism of the rigidity or fixedness of our problem-solving 
behaviour and should always follow a dynamic and flexible approach for 
developing originality, creativity and inventiveness in our problem-solving 
behaviour. 
Mental and Physical States of the Problem-Solver: 
The mental and physical states of an individual at the time of solving a 
problem definitely exercise their favourable or unfavourable impact over the 
processes and products of his problem-solving behaviour. If, one is alert, 
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attentive, capable and active in putting in one's physical and mental abilities in 
the solution of the problem, one is sure to proceed properly on the path of the 
problem solving. In the opposite case, there will be a lot of difficulties in 
getting success in the task of problem-solving. Take case of anxiety i.e. state of 
anxiousness, it may help the individual in his problem-solving task as an 
energizer of his otherwise motivated behaviour, provided it remains within his 
control. But in case it exceeds and goes out of control it may prove a great 
obstacle in the path of problem-solving. The same is true with emotions, one 
can cross many hurdles in the path of one's problem-solving with the 
favourable mind and tides of the favoured emotions if he is able to exercise 
desirable control over their manifestations and reactions on the other hand, the 
abruption of untimely emotion at a disproportionate or uncontrolled amount 
may cost dearly to the individual in his task of problem solving. 
The other important cognitive factors that affect both the processes and 
products of one's problem-solving behaviour may be named as (i) the ability to 
think and reason, (ii) the nature of attention and concentration and (iii) the 
power of retention and retrieval one may get success on failure in his task of 
problem-solving depending upon the quality and nature of there cognitive 
factors. If one can think and reason well, pays proper sustained attention to his 
task can utilize his past learning and experiences on the basis of his good 
memories, he is sure to get success in his problem solving task. Where as in 
case of lack of attention, reproduction and ability to think and reason, one may 
struggle with his problem without any commendable results. In this way not 
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only the mental state but also the physical state of ones well being effects his 
problem solving behaviour favourably or adversely, when one is suffering from 
headache, stomachache or any other problems in his body or feeling 
uncomfortable on account of the seating arrangement, light, ventilation, noise 
and extremes of weather and climatic conditions, then how can use expect him 
to be at home with his problem-solving behaviour? In such unfavourable 
physical state his problem-solving ability is likely to be affected adversely 
resulting in his under achievement or failure in the task of problem solving. 
Time spent on solving the problem: 
Every problem needs it own time for its solution. Hence, the minimum 
desired time spent on solution should depend upon its nature and complexity 
from the viewpoint of the problem solver. However, in case one is in haste or 
does not case to give required time to the solution of his problem he may not 
get desired success. 
The utilization of the time in problem solving may also be considered 
from another angle, if we take some rest or get ourselves engaged in some 
recreational or other work activities, that period may also be counted as spent, 
although unconsciously on the solution of the problem. This time related 
phenomenon is named as 'incubation' in the language of psychology, it often 
happiness that we do not find the solution of our problem despite our constant 
efforts and struggling with it. What do we do then? We suspend or give up our 
attempts. As an alternative we may take some rest, go to sleep, engage 
ourselves in some recreational or work activities and thus remain physically 
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away from our problem. However during this time, we mentally do not go 
away from our problem. Our unconscious mind may continuously work 
towards the solution so found through our unconscious attempts in the absence 
of actual conscious efforts is said to be the consequences of the mechanism of 
incubation. In this way, the unconscious efforts through incubation affects 
one's problem solving behaviour in a big way. 
As a conclusion we can say that there are many factor or thing lying 
within the problem solver and the environment available for the solution of the 
problem that go in a big way for influencing and affecting the processes and 
products of one's problem solving behaviour. However, much depends upon 
the abilities and capacities of the problem solver including this interests, 
attitudes, level of aspiration and motivation, determination and will power of 
finding out the solution of this problem. If one is set for reaching one's goal, 
one is bound to get success in spite of heavy odds and berries in the path of 
one's problem solving. 
1.3 ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION: 
Achievement of pupils has been a matter of concern for long and its 
prediction has assumed enormous importance in view of its practical value. It is 
not a unidimensional function but a multidimensional activity. It has to be 
studied in terms of psychological correlating the academic achievement at 
school level. 
Achievement is a term used to indicate the degree of level of success 
attained in some general or specified area it represent the acquirement of 
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knowledge or skill and may employ the ability to make appropriate use of such 
knowledge or skill in a variety of present and future situations. Achievement is 
an end, product of learning where level and performance are effected by 
various conditions existing at the time of learning and its use. Educators tend to 
use the term in relation to attain ability in the such school subjects although this 
is restricted use of the term which may be applied to the entire endeavor. Thus 
the word achievement is generally applied to the field of education referring to 
the academic states of the child either as a whole or indifferent school subject. 
The dictionary of education (Good, 1973) defines achievement as 
"accomplishment or proficiency of performance in a given skill or body of 
knowledge." 
Gene (1982) define achievement as the successful accomplishment or 
performance in particular subject areas or course usually by reason of skills, 
hard work and interest typically summarized in various types of grades, marks, 
scores or discipline commentary. 
Herrold, E. Michel in 1984 said "Achievement is often defined in 
relation to the concept of attitude by a simple contrast measuring the learning 
that takes place during a definable courses of instruction in achievement 
testing, measuring the outcomes of very lengthy and difficult set of learning 
experience in aptitude testing." 
According to Atkinson (1958) we may think of achievement or 
consisting of (1) increase in the variety of stimulus dimensions to which the 
learner will be sensitive and purposive (2) increase in the number of new 
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responses that will be made in the presence of familiar, or already 
discriminated stimulus components or (3) increase in the number of new 
response to be made in novel stimulus situations. 
Motivation is an important determinant of learning and its outcomes as 
expressed in academic performances it explain why some students enjoy school 
life and make the most of their school career, preparing it also explain why so 
called demotivated students hate an important part of their daily life and why 
most of them underachieve, so harming themselves for the rest of their lines. 
Students motivation is a complex psychological process. There may be many 
personal and situational reason why students are motivated or demotivated. The 
entry discuss the most important aspect of his complex situation and explicitly 
suggest different avenues that can be taken by teachers and parents to effect the 
motivation of their students and children. 
Motivation is the process of arousing, sustaining and regulating activity. 
In the other word it can be termed as a particular art of applying incentives and 
arousing interest for the purpose of causing a pupil to performed in a desired 
way. Motivation and stimulation of the learner's interest in the learning 
activities. It makes students interested in his studies. It is force which energizes 
a man to act and to make constant efforts in order to satisfy his basic motives. 
Motivation is considered with the arousal of the interest in learning and 
to the extent is basic learning. Motivation is an effective, conative factor which 
operates in determining the direction of an individuals behaviour towards an 
end or goal consciously apprehended as unconscious (James Dravers). 
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Motivation is an energy change with in the person characterized by effective 
arousal and anticipatory goal direction. (Mc Donald, 20"' Century) The term 
motivation refers to the arousal of a tendency to act to produce or more effects. 
The study of motivation gained importance since early fifties with the 
efforts of Mc Clelland and his associates at Wesleyan University U.S.A. The 
term motivation refers to any organismic state that mobilizes activity which is 
in some sense selective or directive with respect to the environment (New 
Comb 1964). Achievement motivation which is an acquired tendency and is 
one of the most important social needs has been defined by Mc Clelland (1953) 
and his associates and also by Decharms (1968) mainly as a disposition to 
strive for success in competition with other with some standard of excellence, 
set by the individual. 
Murray (1938) conceived a need as a construct (a convenient fiction or 
hypothetical concept) which stands for a force (the physio-chemical nature of 
which is unknown) in the brain region force which organizer perception 
apperception, intellection conation and action in such a way as to transform in a 
certain direction an existing unsatisfying situation. He defined need for 
achievement as a desire or tendency to overcome obstacles to exercise power, 
to strive to do something difficult as well and as quickly as possible. 
In the word of Judson, S. Brown (1961) "Achievement motive is learned 
affective anticipation of the pleasurable consequences of success in situation 
where the quality or efficiency of one's performance is to be evaluated." 
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In the words of Atkinson and Feather (1966) "The achievement motive 
is conceived as a latest disposition which is manifested in overt striving only 
when the individual perceives performance as instrumental to a sense of 
personal accomplishment." 
According to Irving Samoff (Mangal 1989) "Achievement motive is 
defined in terms of the way an individual orients himself towards objects or 
conditions that he does not possess. If he values those object and conditions 
and he feels that he ought to possess them he may be regarded as having an 
achievement motive." 
According to the International Encyclopedia of education (1994) 
"Motivation derives and directs behaviour and achievement motivation governs 
behaviour relevant to achievement and learning." It can be concluded on the 
basis of definitions presented above that the achievement motive moves or 
derive an individual to strive to gain mastery of difficult and challenging 
situation or performance in the pursuit of excellence. It comes into picture 
when an individual knows that his performance will be evaluated, the 
consequences of his actions will lead either to success or failure and that good 
performance will produce a feeling of pride in accomplishment. The 
achievement motivation may thus be considered to be a disposition to approach 
success or the capacity to take pride in accomplishment when success is 
achieved in an activity. 
Achievement motivation is relatively a new concept in the literature of 
motivation. It is essentially a type of motivation that is personal in nature. The 
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basis of achievement motivation is aciiievement motive i.e. a motive to 
acliieve. Those who engage themselves in a taslc on account of an achievement 
motive are said to work under the spirit of achievement motivation. This 
achievement motivation comes into picture when an individual knows that this 
performance will be evaluated, that the consequences of his action will be 
either a success or failure and that good performance will produce a feeling of 
pride in accomplishment when success one or another activity is achieved. 
Achievement motivation is expectancy of finding satisfaction in mastery of 
difficult and challenging performance where as in the field of education in 
particular it stands for the pursuit of excellent. 
Achievement motive is conceived as a latent disposition which is 
manifested in over striving only when the individual perceives performance as 
instrumental to a sense of personal accomplishment (Atkinson and Feather). 
Achievement motives is defined in terms of the way on individual orient 
himself towards object or conditions that he does not possess. If he value those 
objects or conditions he feels that he ought to possess them he may be regarded 
as having an achievement motive (Irvin Snoff). A system of good direction in 
human activity that is closely related to competence aggressiveness and 
dominance is described by psychologist as achievement motivation (M.C. 
David and Harassi). Achievement motivation may be associated with a variety 
of goals but is general the behaviour adopted will involve activity which is 
directed towards the attainment of some standard of excellence (Mc Delland 
and Atkinson). 
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Therefore, achievement motivation is a combination of psychological, 
sociological and economic forces which initiates direct and sustain behaviour 
towards successful attainment of some goal which provides a sense of 
significance. Motivation derives and direct behaviour achievements motivation 
governs behaviour relevant to achievement and learning. An understanding of 
achievement motivation has implications for many aspect of human life, 
including how individuals developed new skills. 
According to Monte and Lifriese (1973) Students may have the desire to 
achieve and the dents may have the desire to achieve and the ability to 
accomplish the task, but feel that the accomplishment has little or no value and 
feel that doing it is not worth the effort or have others may fear that they are 
not capable of completing the required task, so receive a lower overall grade 
than to prove that they do not have the ability to correctly complete the task. 
Atkinson and Feather (1966) described this rational as achievement motivation. 
It is typically a coconscious process in which a decision how to act or not to act 
is made. Spence (1983) and Wlod Kowski (1985) state that achievement can 
often bring benefits, and Aschuler (1973) add that it is only a small number of 
fall into there categories of little accomplishment. 
One theory of achievement motivation was proposed by Atkinson and 
Feather (1966) they stated that a person's achievement oriented behaviour is 
based on three parts, the first part being the individuals predisposition to 
achievement, the second part being the probability or success, and third the 
individuals perception of value of the task. Atkinson and Feather (1966) state, 
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"The strength of motivation of perform some act is assumed to be a 
multiplicative function of the strength of motive, the expectancy (subjective 
probability) that the act will have as a consequences the attainment of an 
incentive, and the value of the incentive: Motivation = f (Motive x Expectancy 
X Incentive)." 
In the assessment of human motivation, testing instruments have 
attempted to isolate an individuals level of achievement motivation as first 
defined by Murray (1938) and fiirther by Mc Celland (1953) motivation is 
typically defined as the force that account for the arousal, selection, direction 
and continuation of behaviour. 
Motivation is an internal state or condition (Sometimes described as a 
need, desire, or want) that serves to activate or energize behaviour and give it 
direction (See Kleinginna and Kleinginna, 1981a). Internal state or condition 
that activates behaviour and gives it direction; desire or want that energize and 
directs goal-oriented behaviour; influence of needs and desires on the intensity 
and direction of behaviour. Franken (1994) provides an additional component 
in his definition: the arousal, direction and persistence of behaviour. 
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1.4 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY: 
The importance of any study has its utility and practicability in the life 
of human being. Significance of the present study provides the opportunity to 
asses the scientific temperament of students. In the era scientific creativity 
plays a very important role to the walk of human life. The present study aims to 
explore the relationship between scientific creativity, problem solving ability, 
achievement motivation school types and gender among school going children. 
1.5 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY: 
In the light of reviewed relevant literature the following objectives were 
formulated: 
The present study aimed at to establish the relationships between 
scientific creativity, problem solving ability and achievement motivation 
among Government and Private School going children. A part from 
establishing relationship aimed to see the effect of problem solving ability, 
achievement motivation, school type and gender on scientific creativity. 
1.6 HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY: 
The formulation of hypotheses plays significant role in drawing 
inferences about the population from which sample is drawn. Hypothesis is the 
assumptions regarding the population parameter. It is the prime objective of 
investigator to formulate hypotheses before conducting the study. To determine 
the objective of present research, certain null hypotheses were formulated for 
the purpose of drawing conclusion regarding the population. 
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Hfll There will not be significant relationship between problem solving 
ability, achievement motivation and scientific creativity among school 
going children. 
Ho2 There will not be significant relationship between problem solving 
ability, achievement motivation and scientific creativity among children 
of Private school. 
Ho3 There will not be significant relationship between problem solving 
ability, achievement motivation and scientific creativity among children 
of Government school. 
Ho4 There will not be significant relationship between problem solving 
ability, achievement motivation and scientific creativity among school 
going boys. 
Ho5 There will not be significant relationship between problem solving 
ability, achievement motivation and scientific creativity among school 
going girls. 
Ho6 There will not be significant effect of problem solving ability on 
scientific creativity among school going children. 
Ho? There will not be significant effect of achievement motivation on 
scientific creativity among school going children. 
HQS There will not be significant effect of gender on scientific creativity 
among school going children. 
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Ho9 There will not be significant effect of school types on scientific 
creativity among school going children. 
HolO There will not be significant difference between boys and girls of high 
problem solving ability on scientific creativity. 
Holl There will not be significant difference between boys and girls of low 
problem solving ability on scientific creativity. 
Hol2 Boys of high and low solving ability will not differ significantly on 
scientific creativity. 
Hol3 Girls of high and low solving ability will not differ significantly on 
scientific creativity. 
Hol4 There will not be significant difference between boys of high 
achievement and low achievement motivation on scientific creativity. 
Hol5 There will not be significant difference between girls of high 
achievement and low achievement motivation on scientific creativity. 
H0I6 There will not be significant difference between boys and girls of high 
achievement motivation in terms of scientific creativity. 
H0I7 There will not be significant difference between boys and girls of low 
achievement motivation in terms of scientific creativity. 
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Chapter II 
REVIEW OF 
LITERATURE J 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
The review of related studies are necessary for any scientific 
investigation because it lielps the researcher in many ways; for example, it 
guides the researcher about the problems which have been solved earlier and 
also tells about those problems which have not been solved till now. So the 
review of related literature helps the investigator in drawing inferences about 
population from which the sample was draw. It is highly significant feature of 
empirical study. The researcher tried all possible effort to review maximum 
studies within limited period of time. 
2.1 STUDIES RELATED TO CREATIVITY AND SCIENTIFIC 
CREATIVITY: 
Seitz (1963) reported that science is a process of discovery, a search for 
unit in hidden likeness. He further says that a man has not embraced science 
until likeness. He further says that a man has not embraced science until he 
himself has discover some unity and intelligibility in his own field of 
experiences. It is not simply a matter of discovering but certain temperamental 
structure of the scientist is essential before he immerses in creative scientific 
discoveries and invention. 
Kurtzman (1967) compared three groups of adolescents with different 
levels of creativity. The results indicate that more creative students tend to be 
more intelligent. 
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Eisenman and Robinson (1967) conducted a study on 73 high school 
students. The creativity measure consisted of a 30 items paper and pencil 
personality test entitled "Personality Opinions Survey". The I.Q. measures was 
the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test. Results showed that there was no 
significant correlation between I.Q. and the creativity test. 
Eisenman et al. (1968) gave 62 high school students two tests of 
creativity (complexity-simplicity preferences and a true-false personality 
questionnaire): one achievement test (Stanford Achievement Test advanced 
battery partial) and one test of intelligence (Stanford-Binet I.Q.)- 2 x 2 analysis 
of variance were computed for each achievement subtest with high and low 
creativity and high and low I.Q. as independent variances. There was no 
significant I.Q. creativity interaction, although low I.Q. low creativity subject 
had the lowest scores on all 6 subtests. 
Yamamoto (1972) took 272 subjects, grade 9-12 and gave them the 
Minnesota tests of Creative Thinking, Large-Thomdike Intelligence Test and 
IOWA of educational development. Two subjects were identified in each 
group- high grade (top 27% on the creativity tests) and low creativity (bottom 
27%). When these facts of Intelligence were controlled by analysis of 
covariance, it was found that the high creative group still perform better than 
the low creative group on all subjects of the achievement battery. With the 
same sample and in the same year, he identified in each grade three groups of 
gifted children: (i) High intelligence groups, (ii) High Creative groups, and 
(iii) High intelligence creative groups. Although the high intelligence group 
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averaged 20 points higher on I.Q. than the high creative groups and 7 point 
higher on I.Q. than the high inteUigence creative groups. There was no 
difference among these groups on the various achievement measures. 
Dutt et al. (1973) conducted a study on 200 students of class X in Delhi, 
equally distributed between boys and girls. The tools used were Jenkins 
nonverbal group test of a intelligence, MPI adapted by Dutt to measure 
extraversion and neurotism and a verbal test on verbal stimulus to measure 
creativity. They found that the 4 variables, intelligence, extroversion, 
neuroticism and creativity are almost normally distributed. Highly creative 
subjects need not necessarily be highly intelligent. 
Starr and Nicholl (1975) administered tests of creativity, intelligence, 
attitudes towards science to a group of 110 pupils who were also candidates for 
the Nuffield ordinary level physics examination. No support was found for the, 
hypothesis that creativity would be related to performance in Nuffield physics 
of which the most important correlate was generally Intelligence. Verbal and 
figural creativity emerged as separate factors and verbal creativity was found, 
to be related to verbal intelligence. 
Marjoribanks (1976) studied academic achievement, intelligence and 
creativity of school children. The findings suggest that beyond a certain level 
of intelligence academic achievement is related increasingly to creafivity and 
causes to be related strongly to intelligence. For some areas of academic 
performance the result suggest an alternate proposition that creativity causes to 
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be related to achievement after a threshold level of intelligence has been 
reached. 
Dharmangudan (1976) studied creativity in school children a relation to 
temperament and intelligent. The study revealed that intelligence both verbal 
and non-verbal, were found to correlate highly with creativity. Further, none of 
the temperament traits and motivational traits showed any consistent 
relationship with creativity when intelligence was partialled out it was ftjrther 
noted that economic aspirations and educational aspirations were related to 
verbal creativity, and vocational aspiration was related to figural creativity far 
girls only Girls who chose unconventional vocations were found to be highly 
creative. 
Seva Diaz (1976) reviewed the literature on creativity and its relations to 
intelligence. Although these traits seem somewhat independent, persons with 
intellectual deficiency appear to exhibit less creativity than other persons. 
Educational programs should encourage personal expression by those with 
intellectual deficits as well as by persons of average and superior ability. 
Lohmann and Brondtstadler (1976) investigated relationship between 
factors of intelligence and creativity, derived from a factor analysis of 20 
reference tests and from temperament traits (measured by 16 P.F.), using as 
subjects 266 high school students 17-19 years old. Multiple correlation using 
the intelligence-creativity factor as criteria and 16 P.P. variables as predictors 
reached significant in 3 cases. 
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Gupta (1977) studied institutional climate and classroom teaching 
behaviour in relation to creativity of high and higher secondary students. The 
major finding were: (1) The main level of verbal creativity was found to be 
significantly higher in the need-unflilfilling type of institutional climates as 
compared to that in need-fulfilling and iaissez fair institutions. (2) Pupils 
studying in the Iaissez faire institutions had significantly higher mean non-
verbal creativity level than their counterparts in the need-fulfilling type of 
institutions. (3) There were no significant differences between the pupils type 
of institutional climate with respect to their scores on composite creativity. (4) 
Institutional climate and verbal creativity were found to be significantly 
related. (5) There was a significant relationship between verbal creativity and 
teaching verbal behavior, even though the extent of relationship was low. (6) 
Both verbal and non verbal creativity, as measured by MIER test found to be 
independent of intelligence and socio-economic status. (7) Pupils with average 
and low levels of verbal creativity were likely to improve upon their creative 
levels in schools with a Iaissez faire type of institutional climate under teachers 
with democratic classroom verbal behaviour, whereas pupil with high verbal 
creativity were found to improve in lasses fair schools under authoritarian 
teachers. 
Sharma (1977) investigated a study of some factors in relation to 
creativity and observed that high and low creativity males were significantly 
different on intelligence, schollistic achievement and risk taking traits. 
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Singh (1978) studied different personality correlates of scientific 
creativity. 
Eshmdkh (1979) conducted an analytical study of some scholastic 
conditions and practices as contributory factors to creative ability. The major 
findings were: (i) Gains in creativity of the brainstorming group and the role 
playing group, there irrespective of the level of intelligence, (ii) in the role-
playing group, low creative students gained on all verbal creative factors, 
figural originality and composite score far creativity, (iii) There was mdderate 
positive relationship between creativity and intelligence far various creativity 
factors. 
Qureshi (1980) investigated creativity in relation to intelligence, 
manifest anxiety and level of aspiration of high school girls. The main findings 
were: (i) Intelligence, manifest anxiety and aspiration influence creativity and 
its components-fluency, flexibility, originality-differently: intelligence 
appeared to be significantly and positively correlated to creativity, (ii) Anxiety 
appeared to be a positively correlate of creativity, (iii) Aspiration was related to 
creativity and its components. It correlated well with originality and creativity 
as a whole: (iv) Intelligence anxiety an aspiration Promoted creativity and its 
components, unilaterally and independently. 
Shukla (1980) Studied conservation and scientific creativity through 
cultures during the period of formal operation and noted no significant 
differences among the students of different age group, different grade and sex 
on the various dimension of creativity. 
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Verma (1983) conducted a study to find out differences in the 
personality patterns of high and low creative adolescents in school as measured 
through Rorschach. The findings were: The high creative group possessed 
more organizational interest and ability. They had a rich responsiveness to the 
environment in a perceptual sense and they had a flair for unusual things. High 
creative user more original, flexible and had a more fertile imagination. High 
creative groups were more constructive, self-assertive, more imaginative, self-
accepting, intelligent, internally stable, and had a feeling of empathy. High 
creative had novelty and unconventionality. They were perceptually 
responsive, more alert and productive, and quick in taking decisions. High 
creative users not more introvert than low creative. Both high and low creative 
reacted emotionally to the environment. 
Talegaonkar (1984) studied to develop teaching strategies to encourage 
student to solve problems in science creativity. The finding of the study were: 
(1) Though there was no significant increase in the ability of lateral thinking as 
per the result of the post-test, the students responded well during the conduct of 
the experiment. (2) The student could not reach the find solution due to lack of 
time and equipment for experimentation. (3) The strategy when used in any 
science like biology, demanded integration of knowledge from different 
disciplines of science. 
Raina (1986) investigated the psychological correlates of scientific 
creativity among high school students. He noted that first-bom students were 
more creative in science than the second and third bom students. Further, the 
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second bom scored more on scientific creativity tiian the third bom in the 
family. 
Baar (1987) studied development of creativity in relation to intelligence 
among adolescents of 13 to 18 yrs. Some of the major findings were: (1) There 
was a considerable increase in the growth of all the four components of figural 
creativity, viz. fluency, flexibility, originality and elaboration in the eight 
grade, fourteenth years of age, in the total group. (2) A different picture of 
growth patterns of creative abilities emerged in the high intelligent of group, 
average intelligent group and low intelligent group formed on the basis of 
differences in fluid intelligence. (3) All the four components of figural 
creativity developed at quite a high rate of growth in the eight grades. Slumps 
in the ninth grade were observed in the growth of figural fluency, figural 
flexibility and figural originality. (4) Verbal creativity components, viz. 
fluency, flexibility and originality developed continuously from the Seventh 
grade through the twelfth grade in high intelligent group, formed on fluid 
intelligence test scores. There was only a minor slump in the growth of verbal 
fluency and flexibility in the high intelligence group. But in the average 
intelligent group and low intelligent group, formed on the basis of the fluid 
intelligence test scores, the verbal creativity components, namely fluency, 
flexibility and originality declined in the twelfth grade. The rate of decline was 
more in the low intelligent group. (5) Figural creativity components, viz. 
fluency, flexibi/ity, originality and elaboration developed at a high rate of 
growth in the eight grade in three groups, viz. the high intelligent group, 
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average intelligent group and low intelligent group, formed on the basis of 
differences in crystallized intelligence. (6) Verbal fluency, flexibility as well as 
originality, increased continuously from the seventh through the twelfth grade 
m the average intelligent group. (7) Fluid intelligence developed continuously 
from the seventh grade through the twelfth grade in the total group. (8) 
Crystallized intelligence increased continuously from the seventh grade 
through the twelfth grade, implying that performance of students on the 
crystallized intelligence test increased with age. (9) Crystallized intelligence 
increased from the seventh grade through the eleventh grade, but declined in 
the twelfth grade in low creative groups and average creative group formed on 
the basis of performance in various components of figural creativity. (10) With 
the help of factor analysis, creativity was found to be multidimensional in 
nature, as its measures generated two independent factors, namely figural 
creativity and verbal creativity, almost in all the six grades included in the 
sample of this study, that is, from the seventh grade through the twelfth grade. 
(11) Almost in all the grades, creativity and intelligence measures emerged as 
distinct factors, relatively independent of each other. 
Datta (1989) noted that scientific creativity dependent on intelligence, 
academic achievement and socio-economic status and fluency and flexibility 
s^ factor of creativity dependent upon intelligence but were independent of 
fer t i le achievement. 
Loomba and Verma (1990) studied learning abilities as a function of 
creattue ind attention span in children. Major finding were: (1) Creativity had a 
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significant effect of learning. (2) Attention span was positively related to 
learning, the subjects scoring high on attention span. Perform better on learning 
task as compared to subject scoring low on attention span. (3) The high 
creativity high attention span group performed better than the low creativity 
low attention-span group, which indicates the interactive effect of creativity 
and attention span on learning. 
Roy (1990) studied verbal creativity, general anxiety and self-concept as 
predictors of creative reading ability of class VIII students and noted that 
creative reading ability and self-concept were found to be significantly 
correlated. 
Kocabas (1993) this paper examines the elements of scientific creativity 
through a series of basic cognitive and computational concept. Scientific 
creativity requires motivation, an access to a body systematic knowledge, an 
ability to correctly formulate research problem and to define a comprehensive 
problem space. It also requires an ability to reduce the corresponding search 
space. The paper discuss the type and the role of knowledge involved in 
scientific research, types of scientific creativity, and the dimension of scientific 
research. 
Edmond (1994) studied conducted to considered the central nervous 
system as a data processing system in witch one can model (simulate) on 
operating system, a knowledge processor, a monitor, a model of the universe 
and a linguistic model. Artistic creativity is compared with scientific creativity 
and it is stressed that scientific creativity can also mean small advanced in 
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given areas considered it essential not to purpose new paradigm, but to 
elaborate efficient imaginary ideas to create new concept and to propose new 
areas of research. In these directions, some simple methods are suggested. 
Patel (2002) study to measure (1) there was no significant differences 
among student of university students of university teaching departments and 
affiliated degree colleges with respect to their overall scientific creativity and 
different aspect of scientific creativity, i.e. fluency, flexibility, originality and 
inquisitiveness (2) there was no significant differences in overall scientific 
creativity as well as fluency flexibility, originality and inquisitiveness aspect of 
scientific creativity among boys and girls of degree colleges, respectively 
(4) girls excellent boys in fluency and flexibility aspect of scienfific creativity. 
Yadav & Hussain (2004) study measuring (1) only personality typology 
seems to have main effect on scientific creativity. (2) variables like local and 
sex do not have any significant effect on scientific creativity. (3) among the 
interactional effect it is seen that the interaction of the variables "personality 
type" and "local" has the greatest and most significant effect on scientific 
creativity. (4) interaction of variable like "local" and sex has no significant 
effect on scientific creativity while that of "personality" type and "sex" is quite 
significant (5) the interaction effect of all the three variables i.e. personality 
typology, local and sex is considerably significant. 
Mohanty et. al. (2007) studied correlation of scientific creativity with 
problem solving abilities of student and suggested that some educational 
programs should be commence at school to develop the creative talent of 
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students. The role of science teacher, equipments, well establish science lab 
motivate students to be original thinking and help the student to be creative in 
science. 
2.2 STUDIES RELATED TO PROBLEM SOLVING ABILITY: 
Newman (1998) the author investigated how different types of 
achievement goals influence elementary school students help seeking, fourth 
and 5^ grades were asked to solve math problem and were given the 
opportunity to request help form an adult .goals were conceptualized on 2 
nested dimension (a) locus of the goal (i.e. personal goals that student held at 
the beginning of the study the last situation and (b) emphasis of the goal (i.e. 
the relative importance of learning vs. performance) personal learning goals 
had a positive influences and personal performance goals a negative influence 
on the frequency of conformation request and on actual problem solving for 
student who had strong personal performance goals, a contextual learning is 
mare process goals resulted-related help seeking (i.e. conformation and process 
related request) had a influence on problem solving. Interaction among goals 
are discussed. 
White Bread (1999) explored the interaction between children met 
cognitive abilities, their working memory capacity. The development and 
selection of strategies and their performance on problem solving task in the 
first study a sample of 20 children aged 5 to 6 were presented with a 
classification task. In the second study, a sample of 72 children aged 6, 8 and 
10 were presented with a multidimensional discrimination learning (MDL) 
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task, the result indicate that performance on both task was dependent upon 
developmentally changing interactions between there various aspect of 
cognitive functioning. In particular relationship of working memory capacity to 
performance was dependent upon met cognitive abilities. The result also 
suggest that meta cognitive awareness did not directly affect performance but 
that such a relationship was dependent upon the development of strategic 
control. 
Gary & Carlson (1999) participants to experiments practiced solving 
complex arithmetic Problems with or with out external memory aid (Paper and 
Pencil). Participants with the memory aid more often developed routines that 
corresponded to the conceptual structure of the task. The availability of a 
memory aid also slowed the rate of setting on a stable routine. In experiment 2, 
the availability both of an external memory aid of a worked example varied 
between participants. Examples had the greatest influence on initial Problem 
solving strategies but did not over side the effects of the memory aid. The 
results provide evidence about the roles of situational and cognitive constraints 
in shaping Problem-Solving routines. 
Bottge Brain (1999) examine the effect of contextualized math 
instruction on the problem solving performance of 17, 8* grade students in a 
remedial math class and 49 average achieving 8"" grade students in 2 pre 
algebra classes. The student employed experimental and quasi experimental 
design to compare the impact of word problem (WP) instruction and 
contextualized problem (CP) instruction on computation skills and problem 
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solving performance. Result showed that students in the CP remedial and pre 
algebra groups out performed students in the WP groups on a contextualized 
and a transfer problem. In an extend transfer activity students in remedial class 
applied what they had learned in order to plan and build two skate board ramps. 
Results support the use of CP to enhance the problem solving sIdHs of students-'^ ^^ 
in general and remedial classes. i • j N | ^ n u 
Carson & Runco (1999) this study examined the relationship^mong, - ' 
creative problem solving (PS) and problem generation (PG) abilitieC^fes? 
daily hassles and coping skills in a sample of 74 college under graduates (aged 
19.37 yrs) measures included problem generation and problem solving tasks, 
holmes /rahe life events (social readjustment) rating scale, the hassles scale, 
students stress inventory, ways of coping questionnaire and perceived stress 
scale, hierarchal regression analysis indicated that separate sets of both PS and 
PS task score were predictive of score on certain coping scale even after the 
variance accounted or by indices of stress and hassles was removed. 
Specifically, PG to such coping process as confomiation, distancing, escape, 
avoidance tendencies and excessive acceptance of responsibility and positively 
associated with more general adaptive qualities. The finding strongly suggest 
that PS and PG abilities are important components of an individuals overall 
capacity to cope with both major and miner stress of life. 
Montague & Appiegate (2000) explored 54 middle school students' 
perception of problem difficulty persistence and knowledge and use of Problem 
Solving strategies in solving mathematical Word problems. Students identified 
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as learning disabled, average achieving or gifted were tested individually as 
they solved six Word problems classified as 1-2 or 2 step problems. After the 
examiner read each Problem the student rated the Problems. After they read 
each problem. The students rated the problems difficult on a 1 to 6 scale (very 
easy to very hard) and then solved the problem. Result indicated that students 
with learning disabilities rated problems as significantly more difficult and had 
a significantly lower total word problem score than both average and gifted 
students. In comparison average students rated problems as significantly more 
difficult than gifted students but did not differs significantly on total word 
problem score. There was no significant difference between students with 
learning disabilities and average achievers in the length of time they spent 
solving Problems, but both groups took significantly longer with learning 
disabilities used significantly fewer Problem Solving strategies on the two and 
three step Problems than both the average and the gifted students who did not 
differ. 
Montague, et. al. (2000) solve it! Is a research-based instructional 
program for students who have difficulty solving mathematical word problems. 
Many of these students require particular help in understanding and using 
cognitive processes and self regulation strategies that underlie effective and 
efficient problem solving. This article underscore the need to improve students 
mathematical problem solving described the theoretical frame work for the 
instructional program, reviews the research on solve it! Presents an overview of 
the programme and discusses several practical issues related to its 
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implementation. This Mathematical Problem solving programs has been 
successful for students with mathematical learning disabilities and there fore, 
can be used in inclusive general education classroom as well as special 
education classes. 
Nezu & Nezu (2001) described how problem solving therapy (PST) 
would be applied to the treatment of Sylvia (I easo see record 24742) 27 years 
old depressed wife and mother of three PST involve training individuals in five 
major process. Problem orientation,' Problem definition and formulation 
generation of alternatives decision making and solution implementation and 
verification. The authors briefly describe a Problem Solving ability regarding 
the stress depression relationship. Based on this model they then delineate how 
PST can be specifically applied to Sylvia. This is followed by a brief overview 
of the research base supporting the efficacy of PST for depression. 
Garber & Goldin-Meadow (2002) when asked to explain their solutions 
to a problem, both adult and children gestured at time convey information that 
is not conveyed in space and thus reveal thoughts that are distinct from those 
reveled in speech. In this study the authors use the classic tower of Hanio is a 
well study puzzle know to be most efficiently solved by achieving subroutine at 
theoretically defined choice point when asked to explain how they solved the 
tower of Hanio puzzle both adults children produce significantly more gesture, 
speech mismatches explanation in which speech conveyed one path any gesture 
another at their there theoretically define choice point them they produced at 
non choice point even when the participant did not solved the problem 
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efficiently gesture could be used the indicate where the participants were the 
deciding between alternative paths .gesture can thus serve as a useful adjunct to 
speech when attempting to discover cognitive process in problem solving. 
Rozenwaig (2003) aim of this study on 42 seventh graders (age 12-13) 
to determine whether and to what extent students. Meta cognitive level is 
linked to their conceptualized and performance in problem solving at school, 
especially science problem .this hypothesis is supported by a number of studies 
showing that Meta cognitive is a factor in learning. Two index of meta 
knowledge about classroom learning and an index of meta cognitive 
monitoring in relation to task difficulty on a nonacademic problem there two 
index were related to the students intelligent test scores and solving strategies 
on electricity problems .the result showed that (1) the meta cognitive level was 
more closely tied to crystallized intelligence (CC) and (2) meta cognitive 
monitoring was more closely associated with fluid intelligence (GF) moreover 
both cognitive index were strongly linked to scientific problem-solving 
strategies (correlations around 50). 
Winster & Naglieri (2003) age related changes in children's use, self 
report and awareness were explored with a larger (n = 2156) cross sectional 
sample of children aged 5 to 17. Children's verbal strategies moved from overt 
to partially covert to fully covert forms with age. Self-reports of verbal strategy 
use were accurate yet incomplete. Awareness of children's use of verbal 
strategies were associated with compliance among the youngest children, self 
task was unrelated to task performance for older children, suggesting 
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considerable resistance over time of a relatively ineffective strategy. Awareness 
was not a prerequisite for children verbal strategy use but was positively 
associated with strategy effectiveness among those who talked. 
Xin Yan Ping & Dealline (2005) study investigated the differential 
effects of two Problem Solving instructional approaches schema-based 
instruction SBI and general strategy instructional (GSI) on the mathematical 
word problem solving performance of 22 middle school students who had 
learning disability or were failure. Results indicated' that the SBI group 
significantly out performed the GSI group on immediate as the transfer test. 
Implication of the study are discussed within the context of the new idea 
amendment and access to the general education curriculum. 
English Georgia (2005) reading deficits in compare one third of our nations 
school population. As this number has steadily increased over recent years. 
Illiteracy is no longer viewed as an educational issue but instead or a public 
health issue due tb ramification of academic, economic and social factor. Due 
to extensive examination of reading over the previous 50 years. Researcher 
have discovered the skilled needed in order to read. Theories such as the simple 
view of reading have helped discover new and innovation ways to teach 
reading while other research has displayed the in perativeness of easily 
identification and intervention. But it was only recently that the principles used 
to implement effective behavioral intervention and reading were integrated 
together based on previous work by Daily, Whit, Martene, and Dool (1797) 
this study applied an academic functional analysis to the remediation of reading 
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problem in a preventive problem solving approach. Results revealed lasting 
increase in reading finding form a social validity measure indicate that teacher 
valuable, limitation are discussed and direction for future research are 
provided. 
Thevenot & Oakhill (2005) multiple-step arithmetic problem can be 
solved by divers strategies depending on the mental representation constructed 
by individuals from the situation described in the next of the problem. This 
representation will indeed determine the organization of sub goal to be reached 
or in other words the order of completion of calculation .this study aims at 
determining the condition under witch specific strategies are setup by adults. 
Using a paradigm that allows us to assess when calculation are performed we 
show that adult usually organize their sub-goals as they are explicitly 
mentioned in the problem even though a strategy that is less demanding is low. 
Berby & Kaplan (2005) investigated the effect of achievement goals of 
transfer of a problem solving strategy in 7 and 11 years old children, in the 
experiment. Motivational priming took place before the learning the strategy 
and before the transfer. Participants self-reported achievement goals suggested 
that in both experiment participant high on performance approach goals were 
less likely to transfer the strategy than participant low found regardless of 
participants age perceived ability and the high level of mastery goals that all 
participants endorsed. 
Stein & Burchartz (2006) the invisible wall project analyzes problem 
solving process of children grade 3 and 4 grades 8 and 9 the central idea of the 
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research is to use of tasks that all unsolvable which means they have a goal 
that cant be reached. They can solvability how ever, is of a kind that can be 
understood even by younger children .in our case the task are geometrical 
puzzles that have to be covered with given tiles to the unprepared problem 
solver, the unsolvability is liken an invisible wall against which the solver 
bounces in his or attempt to tackles the task on the on the basis of 172 
transcribed interviews, we analyze the student reasoning behaviours and 
compare the nature of the problem solving process of primary and lower 
secondary students. 
Swanson (2006) cross-sectional and incremental age effects on cognitive 
process that underlie individual differences in components of working memory 
(W.M. Phonological loop visual spatial sketchpad executive processing) and 
mathematical problem solving accuracy were examined in elementary school 
children. Assessed problem solving achievement, memory and cognitive 
processing (inhibition, speed, phonological coding) in children in grades 1, 2 
and 3 (wave 1) and 1 year later (wave 2) the result showed that (a) 31% of the 
explainable 42% of the age related perfomiance differences in word problem 
solving accuracy were related to executive processing performance in year 1 
were the only variables that contributed unique variance. The result support the 
notion that growth in the executive system is an important predictor of children 
problem solving abilities beyond the contribution skill and that growth in 
executive processing can operates independently of individual differences in 
phonological processing inhibition and processing speed. 
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2.3 STUDIES RELATED TO ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION: 
McClelland (1956) explored the relationship between creativity and 
achievement motivation. He found that the successful scientists, like the 
successful salesman or business entrepreneur, had a higher need for 
achievement, because high motivation predisposes him to take moderate 
calculated risks in which the success or failure of the enterprise depends upon 
his own efforts. 
. Singh (1965) investigated the effect of SES on achievement. A socio-
economic status scale and the measure of aggregate marks in previous these 
public examinations were employed as measuring instrument. The study 
showed that academic achievement had significant positive relationship with 
father qualifications and occupation. 
Parloff and Datta (1965) conducted a study on high school seniors who 
completed in 1963 Westinghouse Science Talent Research. This highly 
competitive programme attempts to discover young people whose scientific 
achievements, skills and abilities indicate potential creative originality. From 
2500 male applicants who successfully completed all entry requirements, they 
selected 573 applicants. These subjects were in the upper one fifth on a science 
aptitude examination merit test. Each of these subjects had also submitted a 
report describing his independently conducted research project. This project 
had been initiated and conducted by the contestants over a long period as they 
felt necessary, ranging from few weeks to three years. The judges scored the 
entries for creativity and potential creativity and identified three groups on the 
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basis of this criteria-group - I, high potential creativity, including 112 men, 
group II, moderate potential creativity, including 140, group III, low potential 
creativity 285. The investigators found significant differences between the 
members of group I and Group II on Achievement Scale of EPPS. Subjects in 
Group-I were found to be more ambitious and driving. 
Thamankar (1968) studied the achievement motivation among the young 
adolescents boys and Pune city. The result revealed that boys from middle class 
families have higher achievement motivation level than those of upper and 
lower classes. Parental occupation is related to some extent to motivational 
level. 
Lett (1969) examined the relationship between need for achievement 
and creative potential in a sample of 359 ninth grade high school students from 
a school in the Bay area. Creative potential was defined as a composite 
product, derived from scores on three of the Guilford Christensen measures, 
namely, Associational fluency. Alternate uses and consequences, together with 
a Fable test. Achievement motivation was measured protectively, using four of 
the Thematic Apperception Pictures. A central prediction was that a high 
degree of need achievement and creative potential would not be typical of their 
relationship within individuals. This was attested, and the typical pattern of 
combination for these two measures was far less than high need achievement to 
accompany high creative potential. 
Helson and Crutchfield (1970) in their study on eminent and average 
mathematicians found that creative subjects scored more on Achievement 
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motivation as measured by California Personality Inventory than comparison 
subjects. 
Desai (1972) studied achievement motivation in high school pupil in 
Kaira district. The survey was confined to 1000 pupils 735 boys and 265 girls 
selected from 31 schools on the basis of their achieving status and socio-
economic status. The study revealed that n-achievement score shows positive 
relationship with SES, school SES is a pre-dominant factors affecting 
n-achievement level of pupils .the wards of those who are in white colour jobs; 
fourth classes staff and businessman scored significantly higher n-achievement 
score than those of others. 
Mc Clelland (1972) explain the effect of achievement motivation 
training enhances the class work and life management talents rather than 
effecting achievement levels n-achievement levels in a direct fashion. 
Gokulnathan (1972) conducted a comparative study of tribal and non-
tribal students to study their n-achievement with reference to racial, socio 
cultural, educational and economic background. He found that tribal pupil 
obtained significantly higher n-achievement scores than the non tribal pupils 
.achievement level of the tribal boys with middle and low SES are 
comparatively higher and significantly different from n-achievement of tribal 
boys with middle and low SES is significantly greater than the men score of 
non-tribal urban boys with low SES. 
Agrawal (1974) studied about the correlates of achievement motivation. 
The study revealed that achievement motivation and SES variable were related 
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significant positively each. The effort of sex and achievement motivation was 
found to be independent of SES. All the four adjustment factors (i.e. home, 
school, health, emotional health and social adjustment) were related positively, 
but insignificant with achievement in the boys groups. 
Mohan (1975) studied the development of self-concept in relation to 
intelligence, learning ability, achievement and achievement motivation. The 
study found that Ideal self for both sexes indicates rapid increases in most of 
the differential growth curves, low and more stability of self than males during 
adolescence. 
Abrol (1977) conducted a study of achievement motivation in relation to 
intelligence, vocational interest, achievement, sex and socio-economic status. 
The sample of 414 students of class 10. The study found that socio economic 
status of the family affected the level of achievement motivation i.e. higher the 
status, higher was the motivation. The socio-economic status of the students 
affected correlation coefficients between the two variables significant and 
positive correlation of moderate value was found between achievement 
motivation and scholastic achievement. 
Christians (1977) studied of fear of failure, hope of success, 
achievement motive anxiety in relation to their socio-economic status and 
performance. The study revealed that n-achievement has no relation with age 
and anxiety. There is a positive correlation between n-achievement and 
academic performance, but negative correlation between fear of failure and 
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need achievement how ever, there is positive correlation between the fear of 
failure and hope of success and between performance and fear of failure. 
Busato & Singh (1983) study the effect of instruction through blooms 
mastery learning strategy and programmed instruction on achievement 
motivation of non-tribal high school students. He found that there is a 
significant increase in the achievement motivation of non-tribal high school 
students taking instruction through blooms mastery learning strategy in 
comparison to those who received instruction through program instruction. 
Bharti (1984) conducted a study of self concept and achievement 
motivation of self concept and achievement of early adolescent. The study 
aimed to observed the interaction effect of age, sex, socio economic status and 
achievement motivation. The result revealed that no age differences was found 
in self concept with respect to adjustment. Older age group subject perceived 
themselves as being less able less aspiring, for greater ability and showed more 
dissatisfaction with other ability. Achievement motivation was found to be 
highest among the SES groups and lowest in the low SES group. The strength 
of achievement motivation increase significantly from 12 to 16 years. 
Chauhan (1984) study the interactional effect of community socio economic 
status in relation to achievement motivation of the students. The study was 
conducted on 600 students studying in grade X. The study found that SC and 
ST student did not differ significantly in relation to their achievement 
motivation, the achievement motivation of students differ significantly at 
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different levels of socio-economic status, sex and socio economic status did not 
interact significantly in relation to achievement motivation of student. 
Kumar (1984) conducted a study of perception of classroom social 
climate with reference to prediction of dimension of academic motivation of 
high school students. The sample consisted of 1251 students of class 10. The 
result of the study showed hat their were positive and significant correlation 
between nine dimensions of classroom social climate and 14 dimension of 
academic motivation, competition, rule clearly involvement. Teacher control, 
task-orientation and teacher support contributed positively to total academic 
motivation. 
Mehta and Kumar (1985) made the study in this area, which indicated 
that the two variables are socio economic status, environmental factor. 
Personality and motivation related to study habits, witch considered a great 
way to success in academic achievement. 
Ahluwalia (1985) studied the effect of sex, age, birth order, academic 
performance parental education and occupation, size of the family on 
achievement motivation. The study was conducted on a sample of 200 children 
of 8 to 12 year of age. The study showed that sex had no effect on achievement 
motivation .age and academic performance was significantly and positive 
related to achievement motivation was not effected by birth order, size of 
family and parents occupation. Father education significantly effected 
achievement motivation while mother's education had no effect on 
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achievement motivation of children. The strength of achievement motivation 
increased significantly from 12 to 16 years. 
Sharma (1985) investigated achievement motivation, anxiety and value 
orientation of creative teachers. The findings of the study were: (1) The total 
sample of high creative scored significantly higher than the low creative on 
achievement motivation. (2) Significant differences on mean achievement 
motivation scores were found between high and low creative groups in each 
case except rural males and urban females, in the favor of high creative of high 
creative. (3) The total sample of high creative was found to be significantly 
more anxiety ridden than the total sample of low creative (4) Though higher 
mean anxiety scores were obtained by all creative group except one, the 
difference was significantly in only five cases. (5) Out of ten value areas as 
measured by PVQ, only five, viz., religion, economic, power aesthetic and 
knowledge, were found to be highly discriminating between high and low 
creative groups had a significant edge over the high creative. (6) Democratic 
and family prestige values none of the 13 comparison yielded any significant 
differences between high and low creative groups. 
Gupta (1986) conducted a comparative study of performance of student 
as related to types of school, achievement motivation and intelligence, on the 
sample of 40 students, she found that performance was highly correlated with 
the type of school, achievement mofivation and intelligence. 
Chand (1994) conducted a study which aimed at examining the 
effectiveness of LFM and PSS on achievement motivation of ST students. The 
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study found that LFM where equally effective in enhancing the achievement 
motivation of tribal students as compared to each other. 
Reuman and David (1994) conducted a study of effects of instructional 
grouping on seventh grade academic motivation and achievement and 
achievement. The study found that effects of STL (student team learning) on 
both and on motivation varied by subject area with variation attributable to 
teacher's implementation. In language, arts, math, science STL raised students 
self concept of academic ability self-respected academic efforts and academic 
task value and lowered student evaluation anxiety. The finding shows that more 
dependency on adult for permission and approval, and claimed to worry more 
about school programme. Affects were same economically disadvantaged and 
middle class children. 
Anne Marie Fontaine (1994) conducted a study on achievement 
motivation and reasoning in different social context, the sample were 822 
mother of 6 grades (10-13 yrs). The study found that more motivated children 
lived in more rigidly structured. They have less autonomy with exception rural 
girls socio-economic status and urban girls from low socio-economic status, 
who have more autonomy than the less motivated ones. 
Yamaunchi, et. al. (1994) conducted a study on gender differences in 
work motivation and attitudes in Japan and northern Ireland they compared 
men and women with regarded to work motivation and attitudes (work ethic, 
mastery, competitiveness, saving, achievement motivation via conformity). The 
study found that Japanese men obtained higher mean on achievement 
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motivation. In Northern Ireland, men obtained a higher mean on 
competitiveness. Result are discussing in terms of gender differences in 
accidental and oriental culture. 
Stipek, et. al. (1995) studied the effect of different instructional 
approaches of young children's achievement and motivation. They compared 
children in child-centred pre-school (CCPS) and kindergarten with children in 
didactic highly academic program (DPS) in terms of their basic skills 
achievement and a set of motivation variables. Sample was 227 poor minority 
and middle class children. The study found that academic achievement of 
elementary school students can be improved by reducing the magnitude of 
extreme autonomy, neglect the ignoring and be enhancing the potency of 
parental direction by their parents participation in their academic activities. 
Juvonen, et al. (1995) made a study on social motivation in the 
classroom and implication for students achievement. Research reviewed that 
showed how children leam to strategically manipulate their teachers and 
classmate, social responses towards themselves by varying their public account 
of achievements failures and success. He implication of changing social 
dynamics on student achievement motivation and school behavior are 
discussed. 
Suri Aruna, et. al. (1998) conducted a study with the view to see the 
effect of manifest anxiety, socio economic status and sex on achievement 
motivation, the study found that the F value for the effect 'A' (manifest 
anxiety) comes out significant at .01 level of confidence. It has been found that 
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'F' value for main effect 'F' (socio economic status) come out significant at .05 
level of confidence. Hence, it was interpreted that students coming from high 
and low socioeconomic status and also when leveled on the two level of 
manifest anxiety don' differ significantly from each other so for as 
achievement motivation is concerned. Their was no effect of socioeconomic 
status on achievement motivation. 
Agrawal and Kapoor (1998) made a study parents participation in 
children academic actives in relation to their academic achievement at primary 
level, taking a sample of 42 students of 4* and 5"^  grade. The study found that 
parent participation in children's academic activities also plays an important 
role in enhancing the level of child's academic achievement at elementary 
school level. 
Gautam (1999) studied the self concept with academic monition of the 
students of Navodaya Vidyalya in Himachal Pardesh, taking sample of 150 
boys and girls grade 8"". The study found that intelligence has no relationship 
between academic motivator to not significantly related to self concept of 
Navodaya Vidiyalaya a student of Himachal Pardesh. academic motivation to 
not significantly related to self concept of Navodaya Vidayalya a student in the 
sense that low self-concept student have almost the same mean academically 
motive score through the Navodaya Vidalaya. Student with high self concept 
tend to be more academically motivated than their low self counter part at low 
intelligence level. 
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Akhter (2000) studied to measure the achievement motivation of 
adolescent children in relation to their socioeconomic background are more 
motivated than there who belong to low socioeconomic status. In most of the 
factor the student who belong to high SES school have more achievement 
motivation than the school whose student belong to low socioeconomic status. 
The achievement motivation of girls and boys are same in all the factor was 
same. 
Covington, Martin (2000) the purpose of this review is to document the 
direction and recent progress in the understanding of the motivational dynamics 
of school achievement. Motive or drive and ad goals, academic goals and pro 
social goals, self worth theory, self protective mechanism and developmental 
dynamics and classroom incentive structures are examined. Based on the 
accumulating research it is conducted that the quality of students learning as 
well as the will to conductive learning depends closely on an interaction b/w 
the kinds of social and academic goals students bring to the classroom. The 
motivating properties of these goals and prevailing classroom reward structures 
implication for school reform that follow uniquely form a motivational and 
goal theory perspective are also explored. 
Goswami (2000) study on achievement motivation and anxiety among 
the children of working and non-working mother studying in secondary 
schools. The study reveled that children of working mothers were more 
achievement oriented than the children of non-working mothers' comparison of 
boys and girls of both working & non-working mother showed that boys of 
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working mothers were most achievement oriented than all other groups. There 
was no significant difference in anxiety among the groups but the girls of the 
working mother found to be more anxious than the rest of the groups. 
Chamundeswar & Uma (2008) studied on achievement motivation & 
class room climate among students and found that all students are influenced 
by achievement motivation. All students may benefit from increased 
motivation from teachers with proper training. The teacher can guide and 
mother students motivate students for better academic achievement and for 
successful completion of the tasks under by them. Achievement of students in 
the class is not only influenced by the motivation of the teachers but also by a 
positive climate. 
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METHODOLOGY 
In the foregoing chapters researcher highlighted the concepts and 
reviewed relevant literature in order to probe the objectives of the present 
study. As it has already been stated that the present study conducted to 
ascertain the relationships of scientific creativity with problem solving ability 
and achievement motivation among school going children. It is explicit that the 
problem solving ability and achievement motivation are the independent 
variables whereas scientific creativity is dependent variable. It is prerequisite 
for any scientific investigation to take into consideration the design of research 
so as to carry out the study in a systematic manner. 
In the behavioural sciences particularly in the field of psychology, 
sociology and education the researcher draws some inferences regarding a 
well-specified and identified group on the basis of some selected measures. The 
well-specified and identified group is known as population or universe and the 
selected number of persons or objects are known as sample. 
The population in the present study involves the IX class students 
studying in Govt. & Private secondary schools at Aligarh District. 
A sample is any number of persons selected to represent the population 
according to certain rules. A good sample is one which is unbiased and 
representative of the whole population. Thus sample is the selection of small 
group of individuals, objects or events from a population, the sample size is the 
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most important factor for a study which plays a significant role in statistical 
analysis and in drawing inferences from the results obtained. 
3.1 SAMPLE 
Keeping in view the objectives of the present study 200 school going 
children of IX (Ninth) class were selected randomly from Abdullah Girls High 
School, S.T.S. High School, Ayesha Tarin Model School and Iqra Public 
School. Out of 200 students 100 boys and 100 girls were selected for the study. 
Out of 100 students 50 boys and 50 girls were taken from Govt, school, and in 
the same way 50 boys and 50 girls were taken from Private schools of the same 
class. Researcher assured them that their responses would be kept confidential 
and it would only be used for academic purpose. 
3.2 TOOLS USED: 
In order to achieve the objectives of the study the following tools were used: 
1. Verbal Test of Scientific Creativity (VTSC) of Sharma & Shukla (2006) 
published by N.P.C., Agra was found suitable measure. This test consist of 12 
items, which have been classified into four sub-test such as consequences test, 
unused uses test, new relationship test and just think why test. This test having 
three components namely Fluency (F), Flexibility (Fx) and Originality (0). The 
reliability of this test was established by test-retest method, as '75'. 
The validity of this test was established .98 found very high indicating 
dependability and relevance. 
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Scoring: The responses of the subjects are scored according to the following 
rules provided in the manual as: 
(i) Fluency has been scored in terms of total number of responses related to 
the object. 
(ii) Flexibility has been scored in terms of total number of categories. Each 
category has been assigned one score. 
(iii) Originality has been scored in terms of weights assigned in accordance 
with their degree of unusualness. The unusual responses has been defined 
as that response to the extent of 5% response which occurred beyond 5% 
have been considered as common response, and hence have not been 
scored for originality. 
2. Problem Solving Ability Test developed and standardized by Garg 
published by N.P.C., Agra was used. This test consists of 22 items along with 
alternative answers. This test having five types of problem solving ability 
namely, very high, high, average, low and very low problem solving ability. 
The reliability coefficient of the test was established .68 with the help of 
split half method. 
The validity coefficient of the test has been calculated by the correlating 
the scores of intelligence tests & present test are found .723 and .681 
respectively. 
Scoring: Problem solving ability test consist 22 items along with alternative 
answer, (except item No. 2 and 20) in which only one answer is correct. If the 
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subject writes the correct answer one marks and for the wrong answer zero 
should be assigned. The range of score varies from 0-22. 
3. Achievement motivation scale developed and standardized by Pratibha Deo 
and Asha Mohan (1985). This scale consists of 50 items, out of which 37 are 
positive items and 13 are negative items. Item at serial no. 1, 12, 13, 14,17, 18, 
19, 20, 21, 22, 32, 34 & 37 are negative and all rest other items are positive. 
The reliability coefficient of the scale was established with the help of 
test-retest method. The reliability coefficient of the scale are .69 for mixed 
group, .67 for males group and .78 for females group. These coefficients 
reliability are sufficiently high and scale is reliable for use. The validity of the 
scale was established by the high-low discrimination method was accepted as 
the validity of the whole measure, this scale having high validity. 
Scoring: The responses of the subjects are scored according to the guideline 
given in the manual. Two stencil keys are to be used for scoring, one for 
positive items and one for negative items. The positive items carry a weightage 
of 4, 3, 2, 1 and 0 respectively for the categories of Always, Frequently, 
sometimes, rarely and never. The negative items are to be scored 0, 1, 2, 3 & 4 
for the same categories respectively, that are given above. The total scored is 
the summation of all the positive and negative items scores. The minimum 
score obtained can be '0' (zero) and the maximum can be 200, other scores 
ranging in between. 
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3.3 PROCEDURE: 
In the process of data collection the investigator personally contacted to 
the principals of Abdullah Girls High School, S.T.S. High School, Ayesha 
Tarin Model School and Iqra Public School and got the prior permission for 
data collection from the students, the data were collected from the students of 
class. At one time 50 students were called in a separate room by Principals of 
each school. There after investigator distributed the questionnaire of verbal test 
of scientific creativity, problem solving ability test and achievement motivation 
scale with answer sheets, and they were instructed to complete the assigned 
task within the specified period. The investigator also gave the instruction 
related to the questionnaire and they were also instructed to read the 
instructions of each questionnaire carefully. 
3.4 DATA ANALYSIS: 
In the present study correlational research design is used to see the 
relationship with each variable and also see the effect of problem solving 
ability, achievement motivation, school type and gender on scientific creativity 
among school going children. 
Selection of suitable statistical method is utmost important for the 
analysis of data and it depends upon the type of data and the design of 
proposed research. In the present study scientific creativity is the dependent 
variable and problem solving ability and achievement motivation are the 
independent variables. A part from these independent variables other variables 
have also taken into consideration as gender and school type. 
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Keeping the objectives of present study in mind to verify the hypothesis 
Pearson Product moment correlation was applied. In addition to Pearson 
Product moment correlation, t-test was used to compare the mean of various 
comparison groups. The data were analyse with the help of SPSS package. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
TABLE-4.1 
Inter correlation between Problem Solving Ability, Achievement Motivation 
and Scientific Creativity among School Going Children (N=200) 
Prob. Sol. Abi. 
Ach. Mot. 
Sc. Cr. 
Prob. Sol. Abi. 
1.00 
• 
Ach. Mot. 
.068 
1.00 
Sc. Cr. 
-.217** 
-.194** 
1.00 
** Significant at .01 level. 
It is evident from table-4.1 that problem solving ability and scientific 
creativity showed inverse significant correlation (r = -.217, p > .01). It means 
that they have high problem solving ability but low in scientific creativity. In 
solving problem they follow the rules, hence they are lacking in their creative 
thinking. Similarly scientific creativity and achievement motivation showed 
inverse significant correlation (r = -.194, p > .01). Students highly achievement 
oriented but low in scientific creativity. Since it was assumed that there would 
not be significant correlation between scientific creativity and problem solving 
and achievement motivation. Thus the proposed null hypothesis was rejected. 
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TABLE-4.2 
Inter correlation between Problem Solving Ability, Achievement Motivation 
and Scientific Creativity among students of Private School (N=100) 
Prob. Sol. Abi. 
Ach. Mot. 
Sc. Cr. 
Prob. Sol. Abi. 
1.00 
Ach. Mot. 
-.010 
1.00 
Sc. Cr. 
-.025 
- .246* 
1.00 
* Significant at .05 level. 
It is evident from the table-4.2 that problem solving and scientific 
creativity showed insignificant inverse correlation (r = -.025). Achievement 
motivation and scientific creativity revealed significant inverse relationship 
(r = -.246, p > .05). The result might be interpreted that students of Private 
School are highly motivated towards the achievement and they making involve 
themselves in their courses and curriculum. Hence, their achievements are 
higher and in scientific creativity scored low. Since the resuU produced inverse 
significant relationship. Thus the proposed null hypothesis was rejected. 
TABLE-4.3 
Inter correlation between Problem Solving Ability, Achievement Motivation 
and Scientific Creativit}' among Students of Govt. School (N=100) 
Prob. Sol. Abi. 
Ach. Mot. 
Sc. Cr. 
Prob. Sol. Abi. 
1.00 
Ach. Mot. 
.040 
1.00 
Sc. Cr. 
-.282** 
-.246* 
1.00 
* Significant at .05 level. 
** Significant at .01 level. 
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The result shown in Table-4.3 that the correlation between problem 
solving ability and scientific creativity was found r = -.282 which is significant 
at .01 level of significance. But the relationship between the two variables was 
observed negative that may be attributed to higher problem solving effort and 
follow the rules and find out solutions. The students of Govt. School 
significantly make greater effort in problem solving. On the other side they are 
also highly motivated towards achievement and making greater effort but low 
in scientific creativity. The correlation between achievement motivation and 
scientific creativity among students of Govt. School (r = -.246, p > .05). 
Similar trend observed in the case of Private School (ref Table - 4.2). Thus, 
the proposed null hypothesis was rejected. 
TABLE-4.4 
Inter correlation between Problem Solving Ability, Achievement 
Motivation and Scientific Creativity among School going Boys (N=100) 
Prob. Sol. Abi. 
Ach. Mot. 
Sc. Cr. 
Prob. Sol. Abi. 
1.00 
Ach. Mot. 
.120 
1.00 
Sc. Cr. 
-.352** 
-.083 
1.00 
** Significant at .01 level. 
It is evident from table-4.4 that problem solving ability and scientific 
creativity among boys was found significantly correlated (r = -.352, p > ,01). 
The result indicated that boys showed higher problem solving ability and low 
scientific creativity. Hence correlation showed inverse relationship. The 
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correlation between achievement motivation and scientific creativity among 
boys was observed insignificant. The result might be interpreted that boys are 
motivated to achieved higher so they are involved in their course curriculum 
and less involved in scientific creativity. As the scientific creativity in the 
invention of new thing, new ideas in the existing knowledge. Hence, inverse 
relationship stated that they performed poor in scientific creativity. As the 
proposed hypothesis was partially rejected. 
TABLE-4.5 
Inter correlation between Problem Solving Ability, Achievement 
Motivation and Scientific Creativity among School going Girls (N=100) 
Prob. Sol. Abi. 
Ach. Mot. 
Sc. Cr. 
Prob. Sol. Abi. 
1.00 
Ach. Mot. 
-.005 
1.00 
Sc. Cr. 
-.050 
-.330** 
1.00 
** Significant at .01 level. 
The result shown in the Table-4.5 that the correlation between problem 
solving ability and scientific creativity among girls was found insignificant 
(r = -.050). The result may be discussed in the light that girls showed low 
problem solving ability. They are following the rules and regulations to solve 
the problem because, the rules make guaranteed solution of problem despite 
making greater effort to solve the existing problem. 
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The correlation between achievement motivation and scientific 
creativity among school going glfio r:- found significant (r = - .330, p > .01). 
But the relationship between the two variables existed negatively, ihc rcsi'It 
might be interpreted that girls are highly motivated towards achievement but 
scored low in scientific creativity. As they are motivated to achieve high, 
involve more in their course and other school assignment. They did not involve 
in unusual happening in the environment related to science and technology. 
Thus, the proposed null hypothesis was,partially rejected. 
TABLE-4.6 
Effect of Problem Solving Ability on Scientific Creativity among school 
going children. 
Groups Compared 
High Prob. Sol. Abi. 
Low Prob. Sol. Abi. 
N 
64 
78 
Mean 
69.14 
56.07 
SD 
12.66 
17.45 
t 
3.51** 
** Significant at .01 level. 
It is evident from Table-4.6 that mean on scientific creativity of high 
problem solving ability group and low problem solving ability group of 
students observed 69.14 and 56.07 with SD 12.66 and 17.45 respectively. The 
two group of students differed significantly (t = 3.51, p > .01). Thus, the 
proposed null hypothesis was rejected. The high problem solving groups scored 
significantly high on scientific creativity as compared to low problem solving 
group. There is consistency in the score of high problem solving group as the 
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standard deviation is 12.66 whereas the scores of low problem solving group 
showed inconsistent because the standard deviation is 17.45 which very high 
that shows the high deviation in the distribution of scores on scientific 
creativity. By this analysis, it tried to find out the effect of problem solving 
ability on scientific creativity among school going children. The result clearly 
indicated that problem solving ability influence the unusual and original 
contribution in the field of scientific creativity. High problem solving ability 
produced original excellence, unusual scientific contribution attributed to 
systematic approach for all contents whether science or humanities considered 
as the basic attribute of scientific creativity. The result established the fact that 
high problem solving ability accounted for the invention and development of 
science and technology. 
TABLE-4.7 
Effect of Achievement Motivation on Scientific Creativity among School 
going children. 
Groups Compared 
High Ach. Mot. 
Low Ach. Mot. 
N 
90 
94 
Mean 
64.70 
63.69 
SD 
16.81 
13.48 
t 
.44 
Not Significant. 
It is evident from Table-4.7 that mean on scientific creativity among 
high achievement motivation and low achievement motivation groups were 
found 64.70 and 63.69 with SD 16.81 and 13.48 respectively. The two groups 
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compared in terms of scientific creativity the difference did not observed 
significant (t = -.33). Thus, the proposed null hypothesis was accepted. The 
obtained result interpreted in the light of achievement motivation. As the mean 
of both the groups of school going students are similar in magnitude. Hence, it 
can be said that highly achievement oriented and low achievement oriented 
students are more or less equally excellent in the field of science and 
technology and think about the creative contribution in science and technology. 
In fact both the groups of children have the similar thinking regarding original 
scientific contribution. 
TABLE-4.8 
Influence of Gender on Scientific Creativity among school going children. 
Groups Compared 
Boys 
Girls 
N 
100 
100 
Mean 
63.21 
62.99 
SD 
16.86 
15.62 
t 
.06 
Not Significant. 
It is observed from Table-4.8 that mean scores of boys and girls on 
scientific creativity are found 63.21 and 62.99 with SD 16.86 and 15.62 
respectively. The groups of boys and girls were compared in terms of scientific 
creativity, difference did not revealed significant (t = .06). Thus, proposed null 
hypothesis accepted. Since, boys and girls sharing same fate with regard to new 
inventions in the field of science and technology. The result might be 
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characterized by their thoughts are dealt with the unusual and original 
excellence in the filed of scientific production. Though boys scored slightly 
more as compared to girls but it is not significant. The early history of 
scientific inventions provided evidence that made contributed greater in the 
field of scientific creativity such as Nevvton, Dahon, James Watt, Arcmedes, 
Marcony and many others. The contribution of males were significantly very 
high in the filed of science and technology in comparison to females. 
But the present research discarded the fact obtained result stated that the 
unusual scientific thinking abilities among boys and girls are similar and they 
share similar basic attributes of scientific creativity. 
TABLE-4.9 
Effect of School type on Scientific Creativity among school going children. 
Groups Compared 
Government School 
Private School 
N 
100 
100 
Mean 
62.91 
58.38 
SD 
12.61 
14.45 
t 
2.38* 
* Significant at .05 level. 
The result shown in the Tabled.9 that mean and SD score on scientific 
creativity of Govt. School children were found 62.91 and 12.61 respectively 
whereas mean and SD score on scientific creativity of Private School children 
were found 58.38 and 14.45 respecfively. When the two groups Govt. School 
and Private School children compared on scientific creativity t-ratio was found 
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2.38 which is significant at .01 level. Govt. School going children scored 
significantly greater on scientific creativity as compared to Private School 
children. Thus the proposed null hypothesis was rejected. The result might be 
attributed that Govt. School going children have unusual and original 
excellence in the filed of science and scientific productivity that could be 
considered as the basic attribute of scientific creativity. In contrast to Govt. 
School children Private School going children to some extent have low basic 
ideas and attributes of scientific creativity. The difference might be due to 
schooling process. In Govt. School students are to some extent free to think in 
their surroundings that lead unusual and original excellence in the field 
scientific creativity as compared to Private School children. They are bounded 
to complete school assignment, so they are not free to think about unusual and 
original scienfific contribufion. 
TABLE-4.10 
Effect of High Problem Solving Ability and Sex on Scientific Creativity 
among school going children. 
Groups Compared 
High Prob. Sol. Abi. Boys 
High Prob. Sol. Abi. Girls 
N 
36 
28 
Mean 
55.83 
58.93 
SD 
13.23 
19.37 
t 
.50 
Not Significant. 
It is observed from Table-4.10 that mean score on scientific creativity 
among high problem solving boys and high problem solving girls are found 
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55.83 and 58.93 with SD 13.23 and 19.37 respectively. In this analysis it has 
been tried to assess the influence of high problem solving ability with sex 
difference and the obtained result clearly indicated that two groups of subjects 
did not differ significantly in terms of scientific creativity (t = .50). The 
proposed null hypothesis was accepted. In this case girls score greater than 
boys on scientific creativity. This difference observed due to variations in the 
scores among female subjects. As the SD of female group was found 19.37 
which is ver>' high. The result might be due to greater variations in the 
distribution of raw scores on scientific creativity. Though problem solving 
ability influence the scientific creativity of subjects. The problem solving 
ability leads creative thinking that accounted for unusual and original 
contribution in the field of science and technology. 
TABLE-4.11 
Effect of Low Problem Solving Ability and Sex on Scientific Creativity 
among school going children. 
Groups Compared 
Low Prob. Sol. Abi. Boys 
Low Prob. Sol. Abi. Girls 
N 
34 
44 
Mean 
72.03 
66.55 
SD 
11.03 
13.34 
t 
1.52 
Not Significant. 
It appears from Table-4.11 that mean score on scientific creativity of 
low problem solving ability boys and girls are found 72.50 and 66.55 with SD 
11.03 and 13.34 respectively. When boys and girls of low problem solving 
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ability compared on scientific creativity the difference did not appeared 
significant (t = 1.52). Thus, the proposed null hypothesis was accepted. Though 
of low problem solving ability showed greater involvement in unusual and 
original excellence in the field of new invention in science and technology. In 
comparison to boys female subjects, who have the low problem solving ability 
score low on scientific creativity. As the problem solving ability made constant 
factor and varied gender effect and result revealed the difference on scientific 
creativity (ref Table-4.8). This result might be discussed in the light of early 
history of scientific inventions and development. In the field of scientific 
inventions and development credit goes back to male but now a days female 
also contributing and thinking creatively for invenfions. 
TABLE-4.12 
Effect of Problem Solving Ability on Scientific Creativity among male students. 
Groups Compared 
High Prob. Sol. Abi. Boys 
Low Prob. Sol. Abi. Boys 
N 
36 
34 
Mean 
72.50 
11.03 
SD 
15.23 
11.03 
t 
3.76** 
** Significant at .01 level. 
It is evident from Table-4.12 that mean score on scientific creativity of 
high and low problem solving ability boys are found 72.50 and 55.83. When 
two groups compared in terms of scientific creativity, the difference was 
observed significant (t = 3.76) at .01 level of significance. The effect of 
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problem solving ability has clearly been observed within male subjects. The 
intra group variances has been made constant and effect of independent 
variable has clearly been observed on scientific creativity. The proposed null 
hypothesis was rejected. The might be discussed that boys who have high 
problems solving ability think about unusual events that leads scientific 
creativity within the male participants. This finding establish the fact that those 
who have high problem solving ability try to search different unusual way to 
solve the problem that lead scienfific creativity. 
TABLE-4.13 
Effect of Problem Solving Ability on Scientific Creativity among female 
students. 
Groups Compared 
High Prob. Sol. Abi. Girls 
Low Prob. Sol. Abi. Girls 
N 
28 
44 
Mean 
58.93 
66.55 
SD 
19.37 
13.34 
t 
1.34 
Not Significant at. 
The result shown in the Tabled. 13 that high and low problem solving 
ability girls were compared on scientific creativity. The two groups of female 
subjects were compared with the help of t-ratio. The t-ratio was found 1.34 
which is not significant. In the present analysis effect of problem solving 
ability has been assessed within female subjects. The girls of low problem 
solving ability has shown more scientific inclination than the girls of high 
problem solving ability. But the result can not be generalized due to 
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insignificant finding. Contrary to this observation, finding in the male subjects 
revealed significant difference (ref Table-4.12) statistically, the effect of 
problems solving ability among girls has not been observed significant but the 
girls of low problem solving ability shown greater involvement in the field of 
science and technology. Thus, the proposed null hypothesis was accepted. 
TABLE-4.14 
Effect of Achievement Motivation on Scientific Creativity among male 
students. 
Groups Compared 
High Ach. Mot. Boys 
Low Ach. Mot. Boys 
N 
51 
33 
Mean 
65.24 
61.10 
SD 
13.23 
12.30 
t 
1.22 
Not Significant at. 
It is clear from Table-4.14 that mean score on scientific creativity of 
high achievement motivation boys and low achievement motivation boys found 
65.24 and 61.10 with SD 13.23 and 12.30 respectively. The two groups 
compared in term of mean on scientific creativity t-ratio was found 1.22 which 
is not significant. In actual sense difference occurred but statistically this 
difference occurred due chance factor and random fluctuation sampling 
distribution. The proposed null hypothesis was accepted. 
The result discussed in the light of within sex variation and influence of 
achievement motivation. The sex factor made constant and other factor varied 
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to its effect on scientific creativity. The boys who have high achievement 
motivation scored high on scientific creativity in comparison to low 
achievement motivation boys. The male subjects with high achievement 
motivation thought about scientific method and process and involve themselves 
in production of unusual and original invention in the field of science and 
technology that characterized the insight of scientific creativity. Such thought 
was found low in the case of low achievement motivation boys. 
TABLE-4.15 
Effect Achievement Motivation on Scientific Creativity among female 
students. 
Groups Compared 
High Ach. Mot. Girls 
Low Ach. Mot. Girls 
N 
39 
61 
Mean 
58.64 
65.77 
SD 
15.02 
12.11 
t 
2.49* 
Significant at .05 level. 
It is observed from Table-4.15 that mean on scientific creativity of high 
achievement motivation girls was found 58.64 and SD 15.02 whereas mean 
score of low achievement motivation girls was found 65.77 and SD 12.11. The 
two groups of girls compared on scientific creativity with the help of t-ratio. 
The difference between two groups was found statistically significant (t = 2.49, 
p > .05). Thus the proposed null hypothesis was rejected. The subjects of same 
sex differed significantly in terms of degree on scientific creativity due to 
varied effect of achievement motivation. The girls who are highly motivated 
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towards achievement scored significantly on scientific creativity as compared 
to those of low motivated towards achievement. The result might be interpreted 
due to low achievement motivation they involve themselves in their 
surroundings, thought creatively, new inventions in the field of science and 
technology. Although those girls who are highly motivated towards 
achievement made themselves involve in their courses, subjects and other 
school assignment, hence, they scored low on scientific creativity. As the 
scientific creativity characterized by unusual and original excellence in the 
field of science and technology. 
TABLE-4.16 
Effect of High Achievement Motivation and Sex on Scientific Creativity 
among school going children. 
Groups Compared 
High Ach. Mot. Boys 
High Ach. Mot. Girls 
N 
51 
39 
Mean 
65.24 
58.64 
SD 
20.23 
17.02 
t 
1.18 
Not Significant. 
It is evident from Table-4.16 that mean scientific creativity score of 
high achievement motivation boys and girls are found 65.24 and 58.64 with SD 
20.23 and 17.02 respectively. The effect of achievement motivafion made 
constant with gender variation, boys and girls were compared on scientific 
creativity. The difference between two groups did not appear statistically 
significant. But theoretical difference occurred between the two groups on 
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scientific creativity. It is clear from the result that the mean score of boys on 
scientific creativity is more with high standard deviation, an indictor of greater 
variance in the distribution of scientific creativity scores. Similarly, the 
counterpart of high achievement oriented girls showed low score on scientific 
creativity. Interesting fact emerged by this analysis that highly achievement 
oriented girls showed low scientific creativity in comparison to highly 
achievement oriented boys. The result might be interpreted that girls become 
more achievement oriented and they did not involve themselves in other 
unusual activities which lead them to make new inventions in the field of 
science and technology. 
TABLE-4.17 
Effect of Low Achievement Motivation and Sex on Scientific Creativity 
among school going children. 
Groups Compared 
Low Ach. Mot. Boys 
Low Ach. Mot. Girls 
N 
49 
45 
Mean 
61.10 
65.77 
SD 
12.30 
14.11 
t 
2.05* 
* Significant at .05 level. 
It appears from Table-4.17 that mean on scientific creativity of low 
achievement motivation boys and girls are found 61.10 and 65.77 with SD 
12.30 and 14.11 respectively. The two groups of boys and girls with low 
achievement motivation compared on scientific creativity differed significantly 
in terms of scientific creativity (t = 2.05, p > .05). The low achievement 
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oriented girls scored significantly greater than their low achievement oriented 
boys counterpart on scientific creativity. The proposed null hypothesis was 
rejected. The result may be characterized by low motivation in usual thing but 
high motivation in usual thing but high motivation in unusual and original 
invention and production in the field of science and technology. The high score 
on scientific creativity among girls might be attributed to be thought as 
scientific process primarily involved in production of unusual scientific 
contribution. But in the case of low achievement motivated boys scientific 
creativity score is significantly low. Low achievement motivation is the 
indicator of low interest in their course, and other curriculum related school 
assignment. This factor influence the scientific creativity among girls, hence 
they scored significantly high on scientific creativity. 
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Chapter V 
SUMMARYAND 
CONCLUSION 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
CHAPTER-I 
Introduction: Basic concepts and theoretical aspects. 
Creativity is one of the most unique quahties of human being that seems 
to affect human behavior in all spheres of life. The creativity at its highest level 
has probably been as important as nay human quality in changing history and 
reshaping the world. Creativity is a complex problem defining the nature of 
human intellect. 
Creativity brings something new into reality and something is real as 
long as it remains uncontradicted. Stein (1953) defines creativity as a process 
which results in a novel work, that is accepted as a tenable or useful or 
satisfying by a significant group at some point in time. 
Golann (1963) defines that, "Creativity is a normally distributed trait, an 
aptitude, an intra psychic and styles of life." Guilford (1963) defined that "it is 
a combination of aptitude factors and disposition that enables a person to use 
his importance in novel ways." Rogers (1954) define the creativity and said 
that, "It is the emergence in action of novel relational product, growing out of 
the uniqueness of the individual, on the one hand, and the materials, events, 
people and circumstances of his life on the other." 
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Scientific creativity is also functional type or problem solving which 
involves situations concerning the solutions of mechanical or social problems 
that helps in scientific inventions. 
The scientific creativity composed of the same mental processes that 
guide all forms of creativity. It has been of central concern to all who work on 
creativity and is a topic that has been tackled by almost every major area in 
Psychology ranging from psychoanalytic accounts of creativity (Freud, 1932), 
to Gestah (Wertheimer, 1945), Social (Amebile, 1983), Cognitive (Simon, 
1977), and Psychometric approaches (Roe, 1952). 
A scientist seeks to uncover the secrets of nature, to understand the 
cause of things and phenomenon so that he may learn how to control nature for 
the enrichment of human life. For this, science has to probe deep into nature to 
search for truth and this is not possible without creative imagination. 
Seitz (1969) reported that science is a process of discovery, a search for unit in 
hidden likeness. He further says that a man has not embraced science until 
likeness. He further says that a man has not embraced science until he himself 
has discover some unity and intelligibility in his own field of experiences. It is 
not simply a matter of discovering, but certain temperamental structure of the 
scientist is essential before he immerses himself in creative scientific 
discoveries and inventions. Scientist as a group, are not nearly as creative 
generally as you would expect. This includes people who have discovered, who 
have created actually, who have published things, which were advances in 
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human knowledge. This finding tells us something about the nature of science 
rather than about nature of creativeness. 
Gagne (1970) has suggested that all learning phenomena may be 
arranged from the most simple to the most complex. At one end of this scale, 
he places signal learning and at the other end, the problem-solving. Problem 
solving according to him is defined, "as the individual's unique efforts to 
reduce a knowledge gap between an initial state of affairs and a derived state of 
affairs. The types of behaviors involved in successful problem-solving are of 
infinite variety, yet all of these approaches imply the existence of problems 
which are terminated successfully through thinking process." Problem-solving 
as the highest level of learning depends on the mastery of next lower types of 
learning. The task of a problem-solving requires prediction, analysis of the 
facts arid principles to develop cause and effect relationship in physical 
phenomena of the environment. 
Achievement motivation is personal in nature. Those who engage 
themselves in a task, an account of achievement motives are said to work under 
the spirit of achievement. Thus achievement motive comes in the picture and 
individual knows his performance will be evaluated and the consequence of his 
action will either be a success or failure but in all cases a feeling is experienced 
by an individual when a task is complished. Hence achievement motives may 
be considered as a disposition to approach success or a capacity for taking 
pride in a task is accomplished when success at one or other activity is 
achieved. McClelland (1958) explored the relationship between creativity and 
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achievement motivation and concluded that success or failure depends upon his 
own efforts. Holland (1961) observed that creative performance at school level 
occurs more frequently among students who were independent, intelligent, 
expressive, social, consciously aspire for future honors. Torance and Deuw 
(1966) found creative students have orientation towards achievement (Helson 
and Crutch Field, 1970). 
Objectives: The present study aimed at to establish the relationships 
between scientific creativity, problem solving ability and achievement 
motivation among Government and Private School going children. A part from 
establishing relationship aimed to see the effect of problem solving ability, 
achievement motivation, school type and gender on scientific creativity. 
Hypotheses: To determine the objective of present research, certain null 
hypotheses were formulated for the purpose of drawing conclusion regarding 
the population. 
HQI There will not be significant relationship between problem solving 
ability, achievement motivation and scientific creativity among school 
going children. 
Ho2 There will not be significant relationship between problem solving 
ability, achievement motivation and scientific creativity among children 
of Private school. 
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Ho3 There will not be significant relationship between problem solving 
ability, achievement motivation and scientific creativity among children 
of Government school. 
Ho4 There will not be significant relationship between problem solving 
ability, achievement motivation and scientific creativity among school 
going boys. 
Ho5 There will not be significant relationship between problem solving 
ability, achievement motivation and scientific creativity among school 
going girls. 
Ho6 There will not be significant effect of problem solving ability on 
scientific creativity among school going children. 
HQT There will not be significant effect of achievement motivation on 
scientific creativity among school going children. 
Ho8 There will not be significant effect of gender on scientific creativity 
among school going children. 
Ho9 There will not be significant effect of school types on scientific 
creativity among school going children. 
HolO There will not be significant difference between boys and girls of high 
problem solving ability on scientific creativity. 
Hflll There will not be significant difference between boys and girls of low 
problem solving ability on scientific creativity. 
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Hol2 Boys of high and low solving ability will not differ significantly on 
scientific creativity. 
Hol3 Girls of high and low solving ability will not differ significantly on 
scientific creativity. 
Hol4 There will not be significant difference between boys of high 
achievement and low achievement motivation on scientific creativity. 
Hol5 There will not be significant difference between girls of high 
achievement and low achievement motivation on scientific creativity. 
H0I6 There will not be significant difference between boys and girls of high 
achievement motivation in terms of scientific creativity. 
HQI? There will not be significant difference between boys and girls of low 
achievement motivation in terms of scientific creativity. 
Chapter-II is exclusively meant for review of literature related to the variables 
studied. 
Chapter-Ill is meant for methodology of research. Sample consisted of 200 
school going children of class IX studying in Government School and Private 
School at Aligarh. Out of 200 children 100 boys and 100 girls were randomly 
selected from different schools. 
To probe the objectives of the study verbal test of scientific creativity 
developed by Sharma and Shukla (2006), Problem Solving Ability Test of Garg 
and Achievement Motivation Scale of Deo and Mohan (1985) were used. 
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Data were analysed by means of Pearson Product Moment Correlation 
and t-test. 
Chapter-IV is meant for results and discussion. The main findings are 
highlighted as follows: 
> The correlation between problem solving ability and scientific creativity 
for total sample was established significant at .01 level. On the other 
hand there was a significant correlation between achievement 
motivation and scientific creativity. But in all the conditions there was 
inverse relationship. 
> There was insignificant inverse correlation between problem solving 
ability and scientific creativity among students of Private School where 
significant inverse relationship was obtained between achievement 
motivation and scientific creativity for the same group. 
> Scientific creativity negatively correlated with problem solving ability 
and achievement motivation among the children of Government School. 
These correlations are negative but significant at .01 and .05 level 
respectively. 
> Among school going boys problems solving ability and scientific 
creatively revealed inverse significant relationship but achievement 
motivation and scientific creative showed weak inverse relationship. 
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> In the case female school going students achievement motivation and 
scientific creativity showed inverse significant correlation but problem 
solving and scientific creativity showed weak inverse relationship. 
> On the basis of result it was observed that students of high problems 
solving ability significantly showed greater degree of scientific 
creativity than their low problem solving ability counterparts. 
> The two groups of school going children highly achievement motivated 
low achievement motivated did not differ significantly in terms of 
scientific creativity. 
> School going boys and girls showed similar trend on scientific 
creativity. Gender did not influence scientific creativity significantly. 
> On the basis of result obtained, it is concluded the types of school 
influenced the scientific creativity. The children of Government School 
showed greater scientific creativity than the children of Private School. 
> The obtained result revealed the fact that high problem solving ability 
boys and high problem solving girls statistically did not differ in terms 
of scientific creativity. 
> It has been tried to find out the effect of low problem solving ability 
among boys and girls. The boys of low problem solving ability showed 
more scientific creativity than girls but the observed difference did not 
show significant. 
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> The effect of problem solving ability has been observed within the boys. 
The boys of high problem solving ability showed significantly higher 
scientific creativity than the boys of low problem solving ability. 
> The two groups of girls high problem solving ability and low problem 
solving ability did not differ significantly on scientific creativity. 
> The influence of achievement motivation on scientific creativity among 
boys did not appear significant. As highly achievement motivated boys 
showed more scientific creativity than low achievement oriented boys 
but this difference was not statistically significant. 
> The effect of achievement motivation has been observed significantly 
among school going girls. The girls of low achievement motivation 
showed significantly greater degree of scientific creativity than the girls 
of high achievement motivation. 
> When boys and girls having high achievement motivation compared in 
terms of scientific creativity, difference did not appear statistically 
significant. Though boys showed higher scientific creativity than girls. 
> When two groups of students boys and girls having low achievement 
motivation compared on scientific creativity, the difference between the 
two groups appeared statistically significant. The girls of low 
achievement motivation showed significantly higher scientific creativity 
than boys of low achievement motivation. 
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5.1 Suggestions: 
Keeping the limitation of this research it is suggested that an extensive 
plan is required to explore the scientific creativity at higher levels. The 
scientific creativity explored as a function of intelligence, problem 
solving ability, achievement motivation and even as a function of stream 
of study, among different socio-economic status groups. 
5.2 Educational Implications: 
If the students are guided according to their level of problem solving 
ability, achievement motivation and degree of scientific creativity, then 
they would do better in the field of science and technology. They may 
also invent and produce new things in the field of science in future. 
5.3 Limitations: 
Every research is limited in several ways. It has to be delimited in terms 
of population covered, sample selected and scope of variables studied. The 
present investigation has also certain delimitations which are as follows: 
1. Selected sample was drawn from secondary schools (boys and girls) of 
Aligarh District only, whereas the same study could have been conducted 
on broader level. 
2. The number of students included in the sample was limited to 200. 
3. This study was restricted to conduct on boys and girls of ninth class at 
four different schools only. 
4. Paucity of time makes hindrance to expand the scope of this study. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 
Today, we are doing to evaluate your creative ability We shall assess the originality of 
imagination and thinking to be used by you in solving the problems presented in the test 
5 ^ ^ffaFT ^ ^ •^ m^ f ^ ^ t cT 3TTq^ t f ^ yftcR ^ ^ J T W ^ T 11 5 ^ g^i^ ift \J?VR 
felRsH^  ^ t 3TTWt f c f c ^ t^^f tp f f cfZft ^ eFt I 
The tasks assigned in the test are related to your daily life No answer in nght of wrong You 
are free to think more and more new, interesting and original solutions to the problems Try to 
think of such solutions as no one else of your group would have thought Do wnte whatever 
new and onginal ideas pertaining to the problem come to your mind even if they appear to you 
as quite absurd or nonsensical 
snWt 'm WR wm^ c^  cf5T4 ^ i ^ ^  f ^ ^ t , ^ ^ f t irmi % sfr^ s n w t ^ 3 ^ w^ 
You would be given four types of task They are very interesting and thought provoking You 
would enjoy doing them 
You must do every part of each type of task 
y ? ^ y^fjR c^  CPW c^  fef^ 15 f ^ r ^ grr w^ 1 M f ^ 11 OT^ ^ ^ STRWT W^ ^ 15 
A duration of 15 minutes is fixed for each type of task There will be a ring of bell 15 minutes 
just after you being the task 
r^ra 3r«jw tg # ^ i 
For each task you would be given solution of a similar problems so that you understand your 
task It IS only for your practice. 
3TTWr 3TeFT ^ ^ vJcrR-gf^rR^ ^ TJ^ t ^ ^ y ? ^ ^ ^ fell? f^Tqtf^ T-^ TH ^ ^JoR 
f e f f ^ l ? ^ i^ R-dcbl ^ ^ ^ f e l l ^ l 
For each task, wnte you answer in the prescnbed place provided in the response sheet given to 
you separately Don't wnte anything in this booklet 
y?jr^ ' ^ %h, 1^rf^ f ^ f ^ 3TePT-3fer^ f ^ ^ni 11 f ^ r M ^ H f r ^ T ^ y f ^ afr^ TJR z j ^ 
w^, ^ ^ wu^ ^f5tl^ I 
Special instructions are given separately for each task Read the instructions carefully and 
begin your task when asked to do so 
Don't beging the next task until you are asked to begin it 
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^ 1 : MRu imq f tam TASK 1 : CONSEQUENCES TEST 
f^ 7??T (Instructions) 
When I read the following tn<iiriiclions, bo riiiontive rind gn r vlonl residing side by side. 
Under this task you are told some events which appear just inipossible. You have to imagine 
what would happen K this incident takes place. 
Think carefully and prudendy Write down all the ideas that co; no to your brain 
A duration of 15 minutes is fixed for this task. Please stop v^ r^iting immediately after I say 
"Time Is over" or ring a bell 
Please write down the consequences of each statement given in the following example. 
3en5TOT(Example):-
^•irF—«pn f t T i ' i ^ fR f^?^ if feifl ^ *iR^ «i5t ^ ^ f i ? 
Stafemenf ~ What would hapen If no human being dies In the world ? 
^U.<H\h (Contequencet): -
(1) ^cft^T?^2FIFIR^T^ I 
There would be no space to live on the earth. 
(2) ^3(TmT»tFf^ I 
All would begin fighting with each other 
(3) ^ l # T ^ f ^ 3 r ^ ^ 3 t H | i i m H ^ ^ H ^ I 
There would not be any type of movement possible on the earth. 
(4) M'^yi yi-ft ^  T^ cHt^ l I 
Human being wf(( begin living under water 
(5) ^3R!^3rflra;PmWftni I 
Production of medicine would increase 
(6) ^ m g ^ P f M i 
Pjure and fresh air would not be available. 
5. ' ^ 3TN f ^ ^ST? ^  V^m^ # 9 ^ ^ 3T^ ^ 3nFT?i T^TI ^ Tl! '-pff ^/"R T f^T^ ^^f:^ W^H 
If you find yourself unable to think about the consequences of any statement, please start 
thinking about the next statement. 
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If you want to ask soniethitHj. please do so now ^\n6 before l)u(jinning itie taks 
7. qf^cRcl^IJFr.R^7R?f':}^f^g;Tq%,fcTIT^3^^om7, I 
Ploasodon'l Ix'tpii llw' i.isk nil yoti.iioin.kiKl lodoso 
8. 3TR-5feT^^^?Ff^RHiTPirrf fFrgi t3^gRqRft^P^ I 
Write down you responses in the blank space below tfie problems written in the 'Response 
Booklet'. 
9. 3T iw i^^ f ' i - i r ^ i ^ '' 
Any doubt ? Any question ? 
3/5? ^3frwj ^ I (Please begin the task now). 
/» - —— - — — — — — — — _ _ _ _ _ _ _ » _ _ _ 
TTtTFTT^  (PROBLEMS) 
What woi '"d happen if there is no land on the earth ? 
(ii) •^^tRT"i<.^^^%?RlR^?i|^^ff ? 
What would happen if there are no bones in human body ? 
(iii) ^RTT^mr^^e^^?^?^ ? 
What would happen if there is no air on the earth ? 
J 
gJFf 2 : 3THmRUT3rjit7TTqrft^ TASK2: UNUSUAL USES TEST 
f^T^ (Instructions) 
When I read the Inilowinq iiir.injciioiis, plcHs:e bo Htientivo and give a silent reading side by 
side. 
??^Kn? 131N3^^mfi^.3mf?:rfWtT, 1 
You will be presented some ordinary and common tilings Tliey can be used in variety of 
novel and unusual ways. You think and write those avenues. 
3 T I W I ^ ^ . n a f ^ u ^ ••fi^t ' i i ' i i ? i I 
Please contemplate and write the maximum tiurnber of use.s vou can think of. You should 
write such unusu.il ust;i. .i.s nooiu.'ul your group uould IIlink ol 
3. '^t '^t' "'J.^ '.~-^  'T7 f'l. • ' ' o i ' i ' I ' l l ' . I .;i M'^ i ^'i" im \\v-i\ U-\i'.f'\\ 'i-''. •ii : i 
Stop writing immediately aftr.-1 say "Time is over" or ring a boll 
4. ^ f^ ^FT 6<w.m k '^Tfm '-m zm Mm^ \ 
Write you responses accortln'-.j to the iollcwing oxample. 
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35f5TOT{Example):-
Stefemenf- What are the used of electricity ? 
3W^(Use8) : -
(1) T n f ^ ^ f ^ i 
In heating and warming. 
(2) 4 ) m R 4 l f ^ ^ ^ ^ I 
In curing the diseases 
(3) ^ i f t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l 
Inendincjofthellfe. 
(4) T^tWl yRe^dn ^ I 
In altering the climate. 
(5) HR^-Mrw** ^ >»IH*i(l W<[ ^ ^ I 
In acquiring knowledQG of human brain 
(6) <J>r«(dy>jJ«r^^ I 
In expanding agriculture production 
If you have to ask anything, please ask It liefore tieglnnlng the task. 
Don't begin the task untfl asked to do so. 
Write down your responses In the tjlank space provWed below the problem, written In the 
'Response Booklet'. 
8. 3TnT^^5r f3^ l^ t ? 
• Any proWom 7 Any difficulty ? 
37? ^ wpj ^ I (Please begin the task now.) 
m¥^\\l (PROBLEryis) 
Write various uses of the following -
(i) ^ n ^ l 
Finger nails. 
(ii) Vpft I 
Water 
(ill) ^tf^tft^^Tfrf^TT I 
Leaves of plants and trees, 
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^ 3 : HcflHf^i^d^tTft^ TASK 3 : NEW RELATIONSHIP TEST 
f^ (Instructions) 
1. ^ ?^ =5^ n i^irpKI ^  VWA % W^ M "H"^  t. 7U\ ^ ^ THJR ^ I WJ^ 3 ^ M M ^ ^^ 
'If, ^a-'-m ^ n^'U Mi^-fl 't I 
You would be given pairs ot two words which are, somehow or the other, similar and akin to 
each other. You have to think of various types of new relations between them. 
Please write all the novel and original relations between the two you alone can think of and 
which cannot be thought of by any other person of your group. 
3. ^o^^TiT?R^Tj;5;35TfrJTf?rin"'Fn| i 
An example is given to help you understand the task. 
ci<l^ {UI (Example):-
Animals and Birds. 
F«RI(Relallon8):-
(1) ^^ f t ^v r f t t i 
Both are living beings. 
(2) ^^wnji33^5nTrftFr?rti 
Both are domestic as well as wild. 
(3) ^ l 5 9 K v ) ^ 3 W T T ? r c t f I 
Both are useful after death. 
(4) ^ ^ ^ ? T c f i | I 
Both die. 
(5) ^%?fptwnfi? I 
Both have bones 
Please stop the work when I say "Time is over" or ring bell 
5. ^5Rcl^ 3TNTf^ E^^^5fR,=5T4 5IRnTq^ I 
Don't begin tlio task until you arc asked to do so 
If you have to ask something please ask it before beginning the task. 
7. 3xR-5fel^Ti;;rFnfTRT|TTT:?4rrfJrr^?3in^^fW^ 
Please write in the blarik spar.e provided below the problems given in the 'Response Booklet'. 
8. ^^WT^^'+.l '- iHI^'?: ? 
Do you have any difficulty "^  
3N^JIW^^ ! (Please begin the task now.) 
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HMWIlt (PROBLEMS) 
Write new and novel relationships between the following pairs of words-
(i) "^T^^tr^^m^ I 
Sugar and Salt. 
(ii) ^tT<Jm^ I 
Oil and Water. 
(iii) f rn t i ^ t^c^ I 
Dog and Cat. 
^ 4 ; '^U (i^f^li. W^f' m\^ TASK 4 : 'JUST THINK, WHY' TEST 
f ^ I ^ (Instructions) 
1. ifH ^  ^ 3T5^ a^r^ f t j ST=i fe^ "n^  113ntp^ 3 ^ f ¥ ^ ^nr^'ir^ f 
sfk -jcflH *i<ui w^f^y^ fe 3?N3Rt ^ m ^  3?k ^  ^ #g H^ i 
You would be given some questions under this taks. You have to think of their various 
causes. Please think of such a variety of new and original causes as cannot be thought of by 
anyone of your group. 
An example is given below to understand the task. 
^SJIfltn (Example):-
R?!wFmnn*tw^FaT5 ? 
Under what conditions It does not rain ? 
tlftfwf?rBif (Conditions) : -
(1) i^ TRTpff I 
'Less hot season. 
(2) « ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ I 
Shortage of forests. 
(3) W ? t ? R T H ^ I 
Nonexistence of mountains. 
(4) ^ T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ? t ^ I 
No density In clouds. 
(5) ^ ^ - J F S c T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S T j q f w f H I 
Absence of dust particles in the atmosphere. 
8 I Reusable Booklet of VTSC 
(6) ^^'jv7?i-'s!3in?r^q^5?rn I 
No blow of v/ind from sea to land. 
Please stop the work when 1 say "Time is over" or ring the bell. 
4. J5RcT6F3TmqFFT^^,=F^5rR^q^" 1 
DQp't begin the tasl< until asked to do so. 
5. ^ 3 M ^ ^ ^ H T ^ c f t c F T 4 3 m i ^ ^ ^ ^ ' p 5 H I 
If you have to ast< something, please ask it before beginning the task. 
6. oxR-^ fe r ^ ^^ f^ f lMWi l^ f ^ t 3 ^ ^ i ! % f t c R l W R ^ ' 3 T r [ f c T ^ I 
Please write in me blank space provided below the problems given int he 'Response 
Booklet' 
7. 3M^5^TpH1t ' ? 
Do you have to ask something? 
37? ^ JJTTW ^ / (Please begin the taks now.) 
HiTFmt (PROBLEMS) 
(i) fesicRxnaff^f^^^r^^if^^rTcftl ? 
Under what conditions palpitation of heart shoots up ? 
(ii) ^t^%3TfftcT^%cWI *KU| t ? 
What are the reasons for Nongermination of the seeds ? 
Under what conditons a man cannot express himself ? 
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Address : 
INSTRUCTIONS 
1. This test intends to know your ability. Hence read the problem carefully and understand it 
before giving the response. 
2. Each problem i.s followed by a number of possible responses among which only one 
response is correct. Write the serial number of only that response whiih you think is 
correct in the given space. 
'3. You have to complete this test within 4.5 minutes time. If you do so before time then check 
your answers. 
Example 
In a figure 2 is added and then substractcd. The icit o\cr is again mu'tiplietl by the same 
resulting into I.S. What will be the figure ? 
(a) 3 (b) 6 (c) 9 (d) 12 
An.swer (c) 
Agra Psychological Research Cell 
T n j / * D 1 Vf\TU1 R C I ANifl /" \ 
( 2 ) 
1. If 3 clothes get dry in 2 hours then how much time will'it take for 9 c|othes to get dry ? 
(a) 2 hours (b) 6 hours 
(c) 4 hours (d) 3 hours 
Answer ( ) 
2. There are six oranges m a basket and without pealing them they are distributed in six' 
children b such a way that each child gets a whole orange and one while orange is left in 
the basket. How is it possible ? 
Answer ^^  
3. Raiji has a bundle of 70 Rupees notes. If the number of first note is 1418 then what will 
be the number of tK^ b. Jast note ? 
(a) 1486 -(b) 1387 
(c) 1488 (d) 1489. 
An.swer ( ) 
4. A cat eats a rat in a minute. How much time will it take for 1(X) cats to eat 100 rats ? 
(a) 100 minutes (b) 1 minutes (c) 10 minutes 
An.swer ( ) 
5. A student needed 25% marks for passing the exam. He got 35% marks and failed by 15 
marks. What marks did he get in that paper ? 
(a) 50 (b) 200 
(c) 100 (d) 400 Answer ( ) 
6. If a figure is adde^ by its double and then its half is substracted leaving 25 then what will 
be the number ? 
(a) i5 (b) 15 
(c)J0 (d) 50 
Answer ( ) 
7. Ram fmishes a work in 5 days and Shyam finishes the same in 20 days. If both of them 
work together, then in how many day will they finish it ? 
(a) 8 days (b) 5 days 
(c) 6 days (d) 4 days 
Answer ( ) 
H. There are two taps in a water drum. One fills it in 12 hours and the other empties il in 9 
hours. If both the taps are opened together then how much time will its lake for the drum 
to fill up : 
(a) 8 hours (b) 10 hours 
(c) 18 hours (d) It will never fill up 
Answer ( ) 
( 3 ) 
9. A figure is added by the same figure and then same is substracted. The left (^ wer is 
multiplied by the same resulting into 25. What will be the figure ? 
(a) 25 (b) 10 
(c) 5 (d) 15 
Answer ( ) 
10. A man is 5 years eider from his wife who is 10 times elder than her son. If the boy 
becomes 8 years old after 3 years, then whai is the present age of the man ? 
(a) 60 yrs. (b) 45 yrs 
(c) 55 yrs. (d) 50 yrs. 
Answer ( ) 
11. If the side of a traingle arc 42, 12 and 28 inches respectively then what will be its area ? 
(a) 14112 (b) 1764 
(c) X4 id) Nothing 
Answer ( ) 
12. If Mohati earns 20% profit than' Sohan in a business, how much less does Sohan suffer on 
account of Mohan ? 
(a) 20% lo.ss (b) Neither profit nor lo.ss 
(c) 10% livss (d) 40% loss ' 
Answer ( ) 
13. What are those two figures that result in sum of 10 and have the difference of 2 ? 
(a) S : 2 (b) sTs: 
(c) 10 : 2 (d) 6 : 4 
Answer ( ) 
14. Toofan Express starts from Bombay to Delhi at a speed of 180 km. per hour. On the cither 
hand Passenger train moves from Delhi to'Bdmbay ,it a speed of 120 km. per hour. The 
junction where both these train meet, which train will be more hear to Delhi ? 
(.i) Toiilan Express (b) Passenger 
(c) Both (d) None 
An.swer ( ) 
15. A man is 10 yrs. elder from his wife and wife in 20 yrs. elder from her daughter. What will 
bo the wife age when her d.iughter will S yrs, olf after 4 years ? 
(a) 34 (b) 3« 
(c) 36 (d) 32 
Answer ( ) 
( 4 ) 
16. Ram drives his Scooter at a speed of 30 miles per hour and takes' 10 minutes rest after one 
hours. If he has to cover 110 miles then how much time will he take if he .starts at 10.30 
A.M. from hisjioi";^ ? 
(a) 3 hours (b) 3.45 hours 
(c) 3.15 hours (d) 3.30 hours 
25/rP Answer ( ) 
17. Ram, Shyam and Mohan have invested Rs. 3000, Rs. Wt0 and Rs. 1750 in a bu-siness. 
After one. yeat they gain Rs. 4930 profit. What amount will Mohan get from the profit ? 
(a) Rs. i, 190 (b) Rs. 1, 240 
(c) Rs. 1, 400 (d) Rs. 1, 700 
Answer ( ) 
IS. The expenditure of whitewashing of a room is Rs. 40. If a room of double length, height 
^nd with is to be whitewashed, what will be the expenditure. 
(a) Rs 120 (b) Rs. 80 
(c) Rs. 2(X) (d) Rs. 160 
Answer ( ) 
19. 1/4 part of a electric pole was coloured red, 1/5 part black, 1/3 part white leaving 13 metre 
length of the pole, then what will be the total length of the pole ? 
(a) 73 metre (b) 60 metre 
(c) 52 metre (d) 37 metre -
An.swer ( ) 
20. Find out the former number of the series. 
(a) 3, 5, 10, 12, 24, 26 (52) Answer ( ) 
(b) 8, 4, 12, 42, 20 (66) Answer ( • ) 
(c) 25, 27, 23, 30, 32 (2X) Answer ( ) 
2h Cieeta and Sita starts walking in opposite direction. (Jceta walks 5 miles Sita 6 miles. After 
that both turn to their right and walk 2 miles each. Again they turn right and walk 3 miles 
each. After walking .so much, how far are they from each other ? 
(a) 2 miles (b) 4 miles 
' (c) 3 miles (d) S miles 
Answer ( ) 
22. A man had a hobby of traveling. He spent 1/3 part of his life in touring, 1/6 part touring 
England, 1/4 Italy, 3 1/2 years in France and 1/5 part in America. If it is 1978 at present 
then in which year was he born '.' 
(a) 1918 (b) 1978 
(c) 1%H (d) 1938 
Aniwer ( ) 
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DIRECTIONS 
1. Wc arc interested in measuring your attitude towards achievement in academic and 
other types of activities. So we are giving you this scale. 
2. A separate response sheet is provided to you for marking your responses. 
3. Do not put any mark on this booklet. 
4. This scale consists of a number of items which are in the form of statements. 
5. For every statement, the possible responses are divided into five categories which 
arc: Always, Frequently, Sometimes, Rarely and Never. Read each statement of an item 
very carefully and put a cross under the category which, in you opinion, best expresses your 
feelings about the statement. If you feel, the statement is true for you always, put a cross ( x ) 
under the column marked Always, if frequently, put a cross under Frequently, if sometimes, 
put a cross under Sometimes and if rarely, put a cross under Rarely and if never, put a cross 
under Never. In this way, you have to give you responses to all the statements. For your 
help, a sample item is given below : 
Sample item— 
If I do not understand a subject or a topic, I make every effort to study hard .so that 
I develop a good understanding of that subject/topic rather than leave it as a difficult subject 
topic. 
If yoar response after reading this item is. say, • Frequently" then put a cross under 
the category "Frequently" as shown below. 
Always 
D 
Frequently 
ix] 
Sometimes 
D 
Rarely 
D 
Never 
D 
6. Please note that only one cross should be put under only one category for one 
statement. Do not put the cross in more than one category and do not put more than one 
cross under one category. Also do not put the cross in between the two categories. The cross 
should be clearly indicated under one category. 
7. Do not leave any item blank. A response must be made to each statement. 
8. This is nol an ability test and there one no right or wrong responses. This is only 
trying to measure you feelings. 
( 4 ) 
9. Do not spend too much time on one statement. There is no time-limit for 
completing this work, but try to work quickly and care|'ui]y and try to give the first and the 
best response that comes to your mind on reading each statement. 
10. The results will be kept confidential and will be used only to your advantage and 
for research purposes only. They will never be used for any disadvantage to you. So please 
do not worry and try to be honest and fr.ink in giving your responses. 
11. The rcsuts, if you so desire, can be used for giving you useful guidance, and we 
hope the results of this study should prove valu-able in improving your achievement, academic 
or otherwise. 
12. Be sure to answer every item. 
13. If you have any doubts or querrics, please seek clarification before you start 
responding to iicm no. 1. Oace you start giving responses, there should be no questions or 
querries. 
14. Please do not change your response once you mark it. 
NOW TURN THE PAGE AND START GIVING RESPONSES FROM ITEM 
NO. 1. 
DEO-MOHAN ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION SCALE 
S. N. Items 
1. I shall be most pleased if I have to miss the classes for some days. 
2. I pay full attention to the work in the class. 
3. I mind much if I reach late in the class. 
4. I love to read more and more to find unknown regions of knowledge. 
5. I love to have a personal library, not counting text-books. 
6. I set standards for myself and then strive to achieve them. 
7. I wish to specialize and become top most in the field of my liking. 
8. I like to experiment and create new things and surprise people. 
9. I work hard for hours together to be successful in whatever I undertake. 
10. I have a tendency to find solutions of problems and puzzles other people fail at. 
11. I aspire to get excellent results in all academic competitions. 
12. I am ready to leave the job half done and fry a new one. 
13. I get nervous in the examination if one or two questions are not from the 
syllabus. 
14. I prefer to go to a party rather then prepare for an examination next week. 
15. On getting low marks, I feel disappointed and determine to work hard to do 
better next time. 
16. I think I find my lessons meaningful and interesting. 
17. While studying, my mind wanders off the lesson and [ get lost in in agination. 
18. I think it is better to gossip away in the canteen than to attend the classes. 
19. When the teacher is teaching, I like to read stories/novels /comics or make cartoons 
in the class. 
20. The school/college haunts me and I want to leave it at the very first opportunity. 
21. It irritates me a lot if I have to stay late in the school/college for some lectures. 
22. 1 want to go to college/university because there is plenty of opportunity to enjoy 
life. 
23. I think studies, sports and other activities can go together. 
( 7 ) 
24. I agree that the present course of my study will help making my future life a 
success. 
25. I feel very much t'tusttixted if J do not get a chance to compete in the Jield of my 
choice. 
26. I regularly take down notes in the clas and complete my a).signments. 
27. I plan to study carefully all the year round in an effort to get good marks in all the 
subjects in all the tests. 
28. I believe in work first and play later. 
29. I do a lot of preparation at home for the next day's work in the class. 
30. I like to ask questions regarding every information given in tables and charts in 
the books rather than leave them as such and read further. 
31. I think my teachers are competent in their work. 
32. I like to create nuisance in the class and annoy the teacher. 
33. I try my utmost to please my teacher through work and not through llattery. 
34. My friends consider me dull and shirker. 
35. It is true that my teachers think of me as a sincere and hard working student. 
36. I feel hurt if others (parents, teachers and friends) criticise me and I try to improve 
upon my weaknesses. 
37. My parents advise me to take life easy and never bother too much for studies 
or for future life. * 
38. I wish to carry my mission forward inspite of facing a lot of criticism. 
39. I think of life to be an intellectual challenge. 
40. I am interested in organizing the activities of a group team/class/committee. 
41. I try to get associated with top most person in the field of my choice. 
42. I love to have some adventure in my leisure hour. 
43. I would like to watch a surgical operation being perfoiraed. 
44. 1 like to compete in dramatics. 
45. I think of dancing and music to be good hobbies for students. 
46. I have a strong desire to be a champion in games/sports/athlctics. 
47. I have tried to gel in the sports team of my school/college, to represent my team 
in other states or countries. 
48. I believe sports develop initiative, leadership and discipline. 
49. Hill climbing and mountaineering are a welcome challenge I would like lo take. 
50. On a holiday, I prefer going for cvding, swimming or boating to silting at home 
without much work. 
